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Abstrakt a přínos práce

Steganografie může být využita k nelegálním aktivitám. Proto je velmi důležité být připraven.
K detekci steganografického obrázku máme k dispozici techniku známou jako stegoanalýza.
Existují různé typy stegoanalýzy v závislosti na tom, zda je znám originální nosič nebo zdali
víme, jaký byl použit algoritmus pro vložení tajné zprávy. Z hlediska praktického použití
jsou nejdůležitější metody "slepé stagoanalýzy", které zle aplikovat na obrazové soubory a
jelikož nemáme originální nosič pro srovnání. Tato doktorská práce popisuje metodologii ob-
razové stegoanalýzy. V této práci je důležité porozumět chování cíleného steganografického
algoritmu. Pak můžeme využít jeho slabiny ke zvýšení detekční schopnosti a úspěšnosti ka-
tegorizace. Primárně se zaměřujeme na prolomení steganografického algoritmu OutGuess2.0
a sekundárně na algoritmus F5. Analyzujeme schopnost detektoru, který využívá proces ka-
librace, výpočtu shlukování a mělkou neuronovou síť k detekci přítomnosti steganografické
zprávy na podezřelém snímku. Nový přístup a výsledky jsou sepsány v této doktorské práci.

Hlavní přínosy disertační práce jsou následující:

1. Detekce stegogramů vytvořených steganografickými algoritmy OutGuess2.0 a F5.

2. Vysoká úspěšnost klasifikace - s ohledem na sensitivitu testu.

3. Invariance sensitivity testu vůči velikosti tajné zprávy.

4. Podpora různých rozlišení a barevné hloubky obrázků.

5. Aplikace mělké neuronové sítě.

6. Aplikace filtrování makrobloků JPEG obrázků pro zvýšení úspěšnosti klasifikace.

7. Publikování výzkumu - všechny prezentované přínosy jsou publikovány na mezinárodní
konferenci nebo v časopise.

Klíčová slova

steganografie; stegoanalýza; neuronová síť; mělká neuronová síť; ANN; JPEG; DCT; kalibrace,
shlukování; OutGuess2.0; F5



Abstract and Contributions

Steganography can be used for illegal activities. It is essential to be prepared. To detect
steganography images, we have a counter-technique known as steganalysis. There are different
steganalysis types, depending on if the original artifact (cover work) is known or not, or we
know which algorithm was used for embedding. In terms of practical use, the most important
are “blind steganalysis” methods that can be applied to image files because we do not have the
original cover work for comparison. This philosophiæ doctor thesis describes the methodology
to the issues of image steganalysis.In this work, it is crucial to understand the behavior of
the targeted steganography algorithm. Then we can use it is weaknesses to increase the
detection capability and success of categorization. We are primarily focusing on breaking
the steganography algorithm OutGuess2.0. and secondary on breaking the F5 algorithm. We
are analyzing the detector’s ability, which utilizes a calibration process, blockiness calculation,
and shallow neural network, to detect the presence of steganography message in the suspected
image. The new approach and results are discussed in this Ph.D. thesis.

In particular, the main contributions of the dissertation thesis are as follows:

1. Detecting stegogrammes created by OutGuess2.0 and F5 steganography algorithms.

2. High classification success rate - with regard to the sensitivity of the test.

3. Invariance of the sensitivity of the test against secret message length.

4. Different image resolution and image color depth support.

5. Application of the shallow neural network.

6. Application of the JPEG macroblock filtering for increasing the classification success
rate.

7. Publications of our research - all the contributions presented here are published in
international conference or journal

Keywords

steganography; steganalysis; neural network; shallow neural network; ANN; JPEG; DCT;
calibration; blockiness; OutGuess2.0; F5
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The term steganography refers to the art of secret communications. By using this art, it is
possible for person Alice to send a secret message to person Bob in such a way that the third
party does not know that the message even exists. The message is always embedded in another
object known as cover work. It is done by manipulation of a cover works properties. The
output is a stegogramme, which is very similar to a cover work, but it also carries the hidden
message. If Alice sents Bob this stegogramme, anybody who intercepts this communication
will obtain only a stegogramme. Then is a difficult task to tell that the stegogramme is not
innocent. Moreover, this is the main advantage of steganography, to create an illusion of
innocent communication [1].

One of the oldest examples of steganography application dates back to the 5-th century
BC of Greek history. Histaeus, the ruler of Miletus, tattooed a secret message on the shaved
head of his most trusted servant. After the hair had grown back, the servant was sent to
Aristagorus, where his hair was shaved, and the message with commands was revealed [2]. In
this example, the servant was used as the carrier for the secret message, and anyone, who saw
this servant, had no suspicion that he carried a message.

The development of information technologies has brought new opportunities to apply
steganography methods. In modern terms, steganography is usually implemented computa-
tionally. It means that cover work can be text files, images, audio, and video files, and a
secret message is embedded within them. Imagine a company with employees and internal
secret company data. The employee Alice from the customer service department received an
offer from Bob. This offer is to steal information about customers from the database. If she
sends this secret information to the competitor Bob via email, there is a high possibility that
she will be exposed. For example, by some security email policy monitor. Then Alice will be
charged for information fraud. See the first scenario in figure 1.1.

However, if Alice uses steganography encode algorithm, she can embed a text file contain-
ing confidential internal data into the prepared JPEG image (cover work). After that, she
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Figure 1.1: First scenario - data transport via e-mail.

sends this image (stegogramme) to Bob. Then he uses a steganography decoding algorithm
on the image and retrieves the company data. See the second scenario in figure 1.2. Of
course, we can example many other scenarios with a social network, internet forums, and not
to mention that terrorists can use steganography [3].

Figure 1.2: Second scenario - image with embedded data transported via e-mail.

The idea of steganography does not necessarily mean an equivalent to some illegal activity.
It can also be used, like digital watermarking, to protect our data. Alternatively, it can be
used as an additional data layer (alternative to metadata) without changing the content itself.
A good example was the story of one Ukrainian who sold his movies. Before he sold his movie
to the buyer, he put the buyer’s information directly into the file using a steganography
algorithm. If the copy of this movie appeared on the internet, he could precisely find out
who was responsible for it. However, there is always a chance that the steganography will be
misusage and that is why we must be prepared.

In recent years many steganography algorithms have been made. The simplest method
is a modification of the LSB of an image pixel. Modification of the bit may be performed
sequentially or randomly. However, these methods of inserting information directly into spa-
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tial regions of the image are easily detectable. Therefore, new methods were developed. The
information was embedded into the transform domain. The JPEG technology uses compres-
sion that converts the image into the DCT domain. This DCT domain presents the data as
the high and low frequencies. High frequencies are related to the areas of an image with high
details, but low frequencies are associated with low details. To reduce the size of the JPEG
image, some of the high details are removed – the human eye cannot distinguish these areas.
So there is no obstacle to modifying these values (DCT coefficients) to hide the secret infor-
mation. This methodology is used by the steganography algorithm OutGuess2.0, on which
we are primarily focusing. It is an open-source algorithm. Therefore, it will most likely be
used for embedding the secret information into the picture cover work. OutGuess2.0 is also
implemented with its own GUI, which does not need excellent knowledge of the steganography
of the end-user. This fact also increases the likelihood of use in the corporate sector. The
secondary goal is to detect the less known steganographic algorithm F5.

The counter technique of steganography is steganalysis, which serves us to detect ste-
gogrammes. The main goal of steganalysis is to identify the presence of the secret message
but not the successful extraction of the message. That is a non-trivial task because of the
used cryptography method on the secret message. There are different types of steganalysis,
depending on whether the cover is known or not during the analysis (known-cover attack).
If we know the used steganography algorithm (known-stego attack steganalysis), it is called
“targeted steganalysis”. Otherwise, it is called “blind steganalysis”. In terms of practical use,
especially the analysis techniques of “blind steganalysis” applied to image files are essential.

The first part of this thesis is dedicated to the state of the art of steganography a ste-
ganalysis. Next, we are focusing on steganography and steganalysis in more detail. We will
deal with the theory, the main principle of DCT steganography, and course, by specific algo-
rithms - OutGuess2.0 and F5. The next chapter will describe the contribution to steganalysis,
followed by detailed research. Of course, the results of the stegogramme classification and
others will not be missed. The last part of this thesis is dedicated to the conclusion, where
we summarize the achieved results and possible future development of our research.

In the following figure 1.3, we can practically see the similarity between both images and
also the innocent look of the stegogramme, which is generated by OutGuess2.0 steganography
algorithm.1

1The correct answer is at the end of this thesis.
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(a) (b)

Figure 1.3: One of these images is a stegogramme with 1 kB message. Guess which one or
try to find a difference.
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Chapter 2

State of the Art

2.1 Steganography Techniques

The threat by image steganography is very high. Many steganography algorithms were de-
veloped, from the simplest one to a modification of image spatial domain (such as the LSB
method) to more advanced algorithms that use transform domain for embedding a secret
message.

2.1.1 Least Significant Bit

One of the standard techniques is based on manipulating the LSB planes by directly replacing
the least significant bits of the cover image with the message bits [4, 5]. LSB methods
typically achieve high capacity [6], but unfortunately, LSB insertion is vulnerable to slight
image manipulation such as cropping and compression.

In computer science, the least significant bit refers to the smallest (right-most) bit of a
binary sequence. The binary structure is such that each integer may only be either a 0 or a
1. Changing the LSB value from 0 to 1 does not significantly impact the final image. If we
now think of each 8-bit binary sequence as a means of expressing the color of a pixel for an
image, it should be clear to see that changing the LSB value from 0 to 1 will only change the
color by +1. This modification cannot be noticed by a human eye [7, 8].

If we talk about the LSB steganography algorithm, we should mention that this algorithm
has two different embedding variations - sequential and randomized approaches. Sequential
embedding often means that the algorithm starts at the first pixel of the cover image and
embeds the bits of the message data in order until there is nothing left to embed. However,
the randomized approach scatters the locations of the values that will be modified to contain
the bits of the secret message. The main reason for randomizing is to make this method hard
to break by a steganalysis that is looking to determine whether the image is a stegogramme
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or not. The simplest form of LSB steganography is the method known as Hide & Seek [2].
This algorithm also provides a randomized approach with the use of PRNG.

Various methods about the LSB steganography have been proposed in literature [9, 10,
11]. For example, authors in [12, 13, 14] proposed a new substitution scheme. In some cases,
embedding the secret message into the cover works LSB of the cover image may degrade the
stegogramme. So this increased the likelihood that the observer could detect that something
was going on in the image. The authors proposed the method that uses a genetic algorithm to
search for an approximate optimal solution with a very satisfying computation time. Also, the
research [15] was made on the requirement for maximizing the embedding capacity. Authors
answer the question of determining the maximal embedding capacity for each pixel. An image
steganography model is proposed that is based on variable-size LSB insertion to maximize the
embedding capacity while maintaining crucial factor - image fidelity [16, 17, 18]. Applying
LSB techniques to color images brings new possibilities - modifications of all color components
for embedding the secret message [19, 20]. Even though the LSB technique is one of the oldest
computational steganography methods, it is developing is not over yet [21, 22, 23].

2.1.2 Other Techniques of Spatial Domain Modification

In 2005, authors in [24] presented an adaptive steganographic scheme with the MBNS based
on HVS. The hiding capacity of each image pixel is determined by its local variation. The
formula for computing the local variation considers the factor of human visual sensitivity. A
tremendous local variation value indicates that the area where the pixel belongs is a high
details area (such as edges), which means more confidential data can be hidden. On the
contrary, less confidential data will be hidden in the image block when the local variation
value is small because it is a low details area. This way, the stegogramme quality degradation
is invisible to the human eye.

Authors did other exciting research in [25]. They proposed the MBPIS for the image.
This method is resistant to most statistical steganalysis algorithms such as RS and pixel
difference histogram analysis. Authors adjust the embedding process to be more adaptive to
cover images by considering two parameters - similarity threshold (for selecting high details
area in lower bit planes) and size of blocks in embedding bit planes.

Increasing embedding capacity is a crucial task for steganography algorithms. This prop-
erty is the main goal for the PVD method proposed by authors in [26]. PVD method embeds a
secret message into grayscale cover images. A cover image is partitioned into non-overlapping
blocks of two consecutive pixels. A difference value is calculated from the values of the two
pixels in every block. A more significant difference in the original pixel values allows a more
extensive modification. Then the difference value is replaced by a new value of the secret
message. Based on the PVD method, various approaches have also been proposed, such as
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a new method [27, 28] that uses three-pixel value differencing. These approaches improve
embedding capacity and lower the PSNR.

As we mentioned above in chapter 1, steganography is not always equivalent to illegal
activity. Authors in [29] present an approach called GLM that can provide security and
information protection through steganography with low computational complexity and high
embedding capacity. The information is embedded into the gray level values of the grayscale
image pixels. GLM technique uses the concept of odd and even numbers to map data within
an image. A set of pixels are selected from a given image based on a mathematical function.
The gray level values of those pixels are examined and compared with the message bitstream.
This bitstream is going to be mapped in the image. This feature leads to a one-to-one mapping
between binary data and the selected pixels. Also, authors in [30] deal with image verification
techniques to prevent counterfeiting. The authors report that this method can be extended
to securing video data to prevent unauthorized video editing or validation.

2.1.3 Techniques of Transform Domain Modification

As we mentioned above in chapter 1, transform domain-based algorithms are used for em-
bedding secret message JPEG compression process. These steganography algorithms widely
used transformation functions include FFT, DWT, and DCT.

A typical representative of DCT based algorithms is JSteg, presented by the author [31].
JSteg is very similar to Hide & Seek algorithm discussed in section 2.1.1. It utilizes the
LSB embedding technique. JSteg embeds a secret message into a cover image by successively
replacing the least significant bits of non-zero quantized DCT coefficients with secret message
bits. DCT coefficient used to hide secret message bits is selected at random by a PRNG,
which a key can control.

Another example of steganography DCT based algorithm is OutGuess presented by [2]
in 2003. Several versions of this algorithm were implemented. When the OutGuess0.1 was
developed, it was considered much more secure than the Hide & Seek and JSteg. However,
after the release, steganalysts was able to find a fatal flaw in the technique that left statistical
artifacts in the stegogrammes, so this algorithm was vulnerable to statistical analysis. After
that, author [2] implement a new version - OutGuess2.0. The main goal of this version was
to ensure that the statistical properties of the cover image were maintained after embedding,
such that stegogramme looks statistically similar to a clear innocent image. The algorithm
itself consists of two steps. Firstly, OutGuess2.0 randomly embeds secret message bits into the
least significant bits of the quantized DCT coefficients (except 0 and 1). Secondly, corrections
are then made to the rest of the coefficients after embedding. These corrections are done
because the global DCT histogram of the stegogramme must be similar to the cover image.
More about OutGuess2.0 will be discussed later in chapter 3.1.4.
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In 2001 was introduce F5 algorithm [32]. Also, this algorithm has several versions (F3,
F4, and F5). However, the F5 was designed to improve previous versions by minimizing the
disturbance caused by embedding the secret message on the cover image. Instead of replacing
the least significant bits of quantized DCT coefficients with the secret message bits, the
absolute value of the coefficient is decreased by one if it has to be modified. The F5 algorithm
embeds the secret message bits into randomly chosen DCT coefficients and employs matrix
embedding that minimizes the necessary changes to hide a certain message length. During
the embedding process, the message length and the number of non-zero AC coefficients are
used to determine the best matrix embedding that minimizes the number of modifications of
the original cover image. More about F5 will be discussed later in chapter 3.1.5.

Another algorithm that belongs to JPEG steganography is YASS presented by authors in
[33]. This algorithm is unique because it does not directly embed secret message data into
DCT coefficients. Cover work is first divided into large blocks with a fixed size in the spatial
domain. Then within each of these blocks, a sub-block is randomly selected for performing
DCT. Next, secret message data are embedded into the DCT coefficients of the sub-block.
Finally, after performing the inverse DCT to the sub-blocks, an image is compressed and
distributed as a JPEG image. Also, a new version was proposed by the author in [34]. This
updated schema has enhanced security performance via block randomization.

The authors provide another exciting research [35]. The main challenge is how to increase
the payload capacity without the cover image being detected as stegogramme. In this paper,
the authors propose a large-capacity Invertible Steganography Network for image steganogra-
phy. They take steganography and the recovery of hidden images as a pair of inverse problems
on image domain transformation. Then introduce a single invertible network’s forward and
backward propagation operations to leverage the image embedding and extract problems.
Also, the capacity of image steganography is significantly improved by naturally increasing
the number of channels of the hidden image branch.

Similarly, the authors in [36] propose a new high-capacity image steganography method
based on deep learning. DCT is used to transform the secret image, and then the transformed
image is encrypted by ECC to improve the anti-detection property of the obtained image.
The deep neural network with a set of hiding and extraction networks is applied to improve
the steganography payload. These networks enable steganography and extraction of full-size
images. Also, the image obtained using this steganography method has a higher PSNR.

As we mentioned at the start of this section, other transformation functions can be used
for embedding. For example, DWT steganography is sometimes used [37, 38, 39]. However,
these methods still used the standard technique of LSB modification. Except for modifying
the actual pixel, the secret message data are stored into wavelet coefficients.
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2.2 Steganalysis Techniques

The main goal of steganalysis is to break steganography and detect the potential secret mes-
sage. Almost all steganalysis algorithms rely on the statistical differences between the cover
image and stegogramme. Some steganalysis techniques rely on visual inspection to reveal the
presence of the secret message. Next, techniques reveal the slightest alterations in images by
observing their statistical behavior. Also, analyzing the data file format structure can lead to
discovering the secret message presence.

2.2.1 Breaking the Spatial Domain Techniques

The LSB steganography algorithm has been the first and most important spatial domain
technique. This fact was the reason for so many developed steganalysis algorithms. These
algorithms have been proved most successful. For example, Chi-square statistical test [40,
41], RS analysis [42], WS [43], SPA [44], and structural steganalysis [45, 46].

Let us speak about breaking the MBNS technique. It is tough to observe some abnormality
between the cover image and it is stegogramme through the histogram of pixel values or
the histogram of pixel prediction errors. In 2008 authors [47] presented exciting research
to break the MBNS technique. In the MBNS, secret data are converted into symbols in a
notational system with multiple bases. Authors observed that given any base value, more small
symbols are generated than large symbols in converting binary data of the secret message to
symbols. They proved that the number of small remainders increases due to the steganography
modification. This observation is used for the conditional probability to discriminate between
the clear image and stegogramme.

For detecting the stegogrammes created by the MBPIS technique, which embeds the secret
message into the multiple Gray code bit-planes, a steganalysis method was proposed by the
authors [48] to estimate the embedding ratios based on sample pairs analysis. The proposed
method combines appropriate trace sets of a more elegant and pellucid sample pair analysis
model to estimate the modification ratio of each natural binary bit-plane. Then the modifi-
cation ratios in Gray code bit-planes are estimated from the modifications ratios in natural
bit-planes. Finally, the embedding ratios are obtained from the modification ratios in Gray
code bit-planes. Also, authors [49] present a steganalysis scheme for MBPIS. They show how
to adapt RS analysis into a local analysis to design an efficient detector against the MBPIS
technique.

Researches have been done to break a PVD steganography technique in recent years. For
example, in 2010, a new steganalysis method was proposed [50]. Usually, PVD is immune to
conventional steganalysis methods. It performs the embedding in the difference of the values
of pixel pairs. However, several characteristics are identified in the histogram of the cover
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images and stegogrammes. The authors designed five distinct multilayer perceptron neural
networks to detect different embedding levels with 88.6% success on the correct categorization.
Also, the same authors did another research to break a PVD [51]. Next, exciting research
was done by authors [52] which presents the method that exploits a severe design flaw in the
data embedding procedure. Also, in 2010 novel steganalysis method was presented by [53] to
detect stegogrammes created by modified PVD (MPVD) that corrects the above-mentioned
design flaw.

2.2.2 Breaking the Transform Domain Techniques

Many steganalysis methods for breaking JSteg were published in recent years [54, 55]. For
example, in [56, 57] authors present novel statistical test or in [58] steganalysis method is based
on hypothesis test. The hypothesis is that the steganography algorithm leaves statistical
evidence that can be exploited for detection with image quality features and multivariate
regression analysis. To this effect, authors identified quality metrics by ANOVA hypothesis
test.

If we want to break the newest version of OutGuess, we cannot use similar statistics
because OutGuess preserves the shape of the histogram of DCT coefficients. The Authors in
[59, 60] present a new methodology on how to detect OutGuess stegogrammes quantitatively
by counting the discontinuity along the boundaries of all JPEG macroblocks. This spatial
domain feature is called Blockiness, and authors proposed it in [60]. It was observed that the
Blockiness value linearly increases with the number of modified DCT coefficients. Together
with the calibration process, we use this feature as a base methodology for our research.
Improvements and additional features are discussed later. Another interesting methodology
for breaking OutGuess is [61] presented in 2004. This method for JPEG images is based on
comparing JPEG steganography algorithms and evaluating their embedding mechanisms. The
classification method is calculated as the difference between a specific functional calculated
from the stegogramme and the same functional obtained from a decompressed, cropped, and
recompressed stegogramme. Also, authors in [62] present the method of blind steganalysis
based on the classifying feature vectors derived from images. This method is fascinating on
the term of universality. It is capable of assigning stegogrammes to six popular steganography
algorithms.

For breaking the F5 algorithm, one major flaw was exploited. F5 algorithm preserves some
crucial characteristics of the histogram of DCT coefficients, such as the monotonicity and the
symmetry. However, it does not modify the shape of the histogram. Authors exploited this
flaw in [63] in 2002.

Even the YASS steganography technique can be attacked. Many research was published
in recent years [64]. YASS is the algorithm for digital images that hides messages robustly in
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a key-dependant transform domain. Authors in [65] demonstrate experimentally that twelve
different settings of YASS can be reliably detected even for low embedding rates and in small
images. The next exciting research [66] was published in 2011. The authors designed the
features of differential neighboring joint density on the absolute array of DCT coefficients
between the JPEG images and the calibrated versions. The methodology first identified
blocks possibly used for embedding and the non-candidate neighbors that are impossible to
use for information hiding. Then, the neighboring joint density difference between candidate
block and non-candidate neighbors is obtained. For classification, the SVM is used.

Another interesting research was published in 2019 by the authors [67]. Most of the
steganalysis algorithms are not effective for mismatched steganalysis. This paper proposes a
method to solve the mismatched steganalysis on the internet images by domain adaptation
classifier. It makes the distribution between training and testing sets more similar to obtain
better detection performance. Authors integrate joint distribution adaptation and geometric
structure as regularization terms to a standard supervised classifier. This method has about
85% (average) success rate in the steganography algorithm classification.

In 2020, authors [68] introduce a shallow "OneHot" CNN. This network encodes DCT
coefficients using clipped one-hot encoding into a binary volumetric representation of the
DCT plane fed to a convolutional block designed to learn relevant intra-block and inter-block
relationships using vanilla and dilated convolutions. Methodology for plugging the "OneHot"
network into conventional steganalysis CNNs is also introduced for an end-to-end learnable
detector with improved performance.

In the case of OutGuess and F5 algorithms, another interesting analysis was performed
by the authors [69]. The authors analyze the change in the file size by embedding a secret
message. This feature might be used in steganalysis. The experiments show exciting results.
OutGuess and complementary embedding methods increase the file size, while F5 decreases
it. All factors are considered, such as secret message length or JPEG quality factors. Also,
authors in [70] claim that there are no effective methods to recover the steganography key
because it is difficult to statistically distinguish the coefficient sequences selected by true and
false keys. Therefore, the author’s paper proposes a method for recovering the steganography
key of a JPEG image steganography. This process is not a trivial task. The author’s target is
the F5 algorithm, composing the check matrix and shuffling key. Firstly, the check matrix is
recovered based on the embedding ratio estimated by quantitative steganalysis. The shuffling
key is then recovered based on the distribution difference between the bit sequences extracted
by the true and false shuffling keys. Additionally, the cardinality of the shuffling keyspace
is significantly reduced by examining the extracted encoding parameter and message length.
Experimental results show that the proposed method can recover the stego key accurately and
efficiently. It is essential to note that the authors have pushed the boundaries of steganalysis,
which primarily does not seek to extract the secret message itself.
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Chapter 3

Insight into Steganography and Steganal-
ysis

3.1 Steganography

In terms of development, steganography consists of two algorithms - encoding and decoding.
The first algorithm provides embedding, and the second for extracting. The embedding algo-
rithm is the most carefully constructed process because it ensures that the secret message goes
unnoticed if someone intercepts communication and gets the stegogramme. Steganography
encoders try to make a minimum distortion of cover work. The lower distortion leads to a bet-
ter chance of un-detectability. For inputs are required the secret message (usually a text file
that contains the transferring message) and cover work (file to construct a stegogramme that
contains a secret message). The extracting algorithm, in most cases, inverse the embedding
process, and the output is the secret message.

The techniques of steganography are very similar to digital watermarking. However, there
is one huge difference. In digital watermarking, the emphasis is that nobody can remove
or alter the content of the watermarked data, even if it is obvious they exist. However,
steganography is purely focused on hiding, so it is difficult to tell that a secret message exists.
There is also a difference against cryptography, which does not hide but encodes a secret
message. So nobody knows the content of the secret message. In some cases, steganography
systems use cryptography to encode the content of the secret message as the next layer of
security. Also, some systems require a key to protect a secret message. Without a key, it
would be possible for someone to correctly extract the message if they managed to break the
encoding algorithm.

Suppose we want to classify this art for a broader terminological context. In that case,
steganography is one of the disciplines of the information hiding techniques, as we can see in
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the following figure 3.1. Also, we want to be clear that this thesis focuses only on technical
steganography.

Figure 3.1: Classification of the steganography (the figure was taken from [71]).

3.1.1 Steganography Divided by Cover Work Type

One of the possible divisions of steganography is according to the type used in the cover work.
With the development o IT, new possibilities arise:

• Text file as cover work - this type is one of the base schemes of steganography that
brings several possibilities. Whitespaces can conceal messages in ASCII by appending
whitespace to the end of several lines. This approach has a positive effect because spaces
and tabulators are generally not visible in text editors, and therefore the message is
effectively hidden from observers. Besides, other techniques can hide information, such
as word and line shifting coding, syntactic and semantic methods, etc.

Using steganography that utilizes text files as cover work has many advantages. Infor-
mation embedded into a forum article or email message will not attract any attention.
Also, this kind of email can be stylized as spam email to increase the innocence of trans-
mission due to common occurrence. Symantec provides for the year 2017 annual ISTR
[72] where 53% of all email traffic worldwide is spam. Spam messages can be generated
by mimic algorithms, an example of steganography propagation. This process can make
generated texts look like an average internet article or advertisement to fool spam filters.
Also, mimic algorithms emphasized the language’s statistical fingerprint to produce the
best match. This language fingerprint is based on the frequency analysis of each letter
used in a specific language.

• Audio file as cover work - it is another scheme of steganography. Simple methods
are used for encoding LSB 2.1.1 technique which replaces bit by information in each
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sampling point. This technique can be efficiently applied to encode large amounts of
hidden data in a given audio signal. It does so at the expense of introducing significant
noise at a theoretical upper limit [73]. Another method uses phase coding that utilizes
substituting the phase of an initial audio segment with a reference phase, representing
the embedded data. The phase of subsequent segments is adjusted in order to preserve
the relative phase between segments [74]. Also, this method provides a more complex
solution than [73]. Other methods, described by author [74] for steganography, that
used an audio file as cover are spread spectrum and echo hiding. In the case of spread
spectrum, the method spreads the embedded data across the frequency spectrum as
much as possible. In the case of echo hiding, data are embedded into a host signal by
introducing an echo. The data are hidden by three echo parameters - decay rate, initial
amplitude, and offset. The echo blends as the offset between the original and the echo
decreases. At some point, the echo and original sound are not perceived as separate by
the human ear.

• Video file as cover work - these files are nothing else than many images and sounds
representing a video stream. This steganography scheme provides ample space for hiding
information, and due to a continuous stream of information, it is difficult for an observer
to get any suspicion.

Imagine MPEG video file format. We have two options for embedding information with
this kind of video stream. The first one is the modification of Intra frames (I-Frames).
These frames are entirely independent of others, and they are fully transmitted. How
they are compressed matches the compression used in JPEG format. I-Frames are key
ones. Other types of frames are relative to them. The number of frames between two
I-Frames can be referred to as GOP. The number is approximately 14-17. Therefore, em-
bedding information into I-Frames can be possible by some of the techniques mentioned
in the chapter 2.1.3. Also, MPEG provides other frames, such as Predicted frames (P-
Frames) and Bi-directional frames (B-Frames). B-Frames are similar to P-Frames, but
they are related to the previous and next frames in the stream. P-Frame can describe
as a backward difference from the previous I-Frame. They are calculated based on the
motion vector (see figure 3.2) of the given macroblock. The given P-Frame consists of
such motion vectors.

The second possible option for steganography is a modification of those motion vectors of
P-Frames or B-Frames. In the data, the stream of P and B-Frames much more often than
I-Frames (see figure 3.3), so the data throughput is more significant or the same as for
DCT algorithms modifying I-Frames. The author in [76] shows that the correct change
in the quantization ratios of the vectors in the encoder provides approximately two times
greater transfer capacities than previously known vector-using methods. However, the
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Figure 3.2: Principle of the MPEG motion vector.

Figure 3.3: The composition of GOP of MPEG file format (the figure was taken from [75]).

method requires the processing of uncompressed data. For many techniques, however,
data payload capacity and undetectability depend on the content of the video itself - the
motion vectors themselves. For example, authors in [77] show that the changes encoded
into the vectors of rapidly moving objects are unrecognizable and almost undetectable.
However, this leads to the problem of choosing suitable vectors for embedding data
[78]. The best way is to use both frames as the most exciting direction of video stream
steganography. However, such a hybrid method has not yet been described.

Many tools for embedding secret messages into video files were developed. However,
many do not hide information directly into the video stream, but they use metadata
or eventually insert data behind the end of the file flag. These approaches are not
real steganography of video files. From the tools, only a few are engaging in using
steganography, such as MSU Stegovideo and Steganosaurus. MSU Stegovideo is slightly
obsolete, and it is weaknesses known as the methods of detection [79]. Steganosaurus
is the newer one that supports insertion into motion vectors of H2.64 format, one of
the most modern techniques available today. Unfortunately, this tool contains a single
vector selection scheme for insertion, and that is the use of the first motion vector in
the image frame. This property makes it virtually non-usable - low cover capacity and
easy detection.

• Image file as cover work - image files are the most common data file on the Internet
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after text information files and for this thesis are the key cover work type. This type
of cover work is ideal for hiding information because of the limitation of the human
eye. Steganography provides many techniques for different image file formats, such as
BMP, GIF, PNG, and mainly JPEG. BMP file format provides a well-suited solution
for steganography that we can embed large data without a significant change of the
original image information. The most commonly used steganography techniques are
described in chapters 2.1.1 and 2.1.2. Usually, the BMP file format is not the best
image representation for transmitting over the Internet due to its large size. There-
fore, steganography algorithms that use GIF, PNG, and mainly JPEG cover works for
embedding information are more interesting. JPEG steganography is one of the most
complicated because data are not hidden directly into the spatial domain of the image.
Instead, they use frequency domain as we described in chapter 2.1.3. As we mentioned,
this thesis described a solution for breaking the steganography algorithms OutGuess2.0
and F5 that uses JPEG compression for embedding the information. Problematics of
JPEG compression and mentioned steganography algorithms will be discussed in detail
later.

3.1.2 Steganography Divided by Embedding Method

Another possible division of steganography is according to the type of used method for the
information insertion. This division is not so frequent. Therefore, we will describe it only
briefly:

• Substitution steganography - these methods embed the least significant part of cover
work to embed information. Therefore, this modification is unrecognizable by human
eyes. To this category belongs OutGuess2.0 and F5 algorithms on which we are focusing.

• Injection steganography - methods represented by injection steganography usually
insert a secret message into a cover work (text, image, etc.) to increase the file size
but does not affect a stegogramme presentation by the original application. Therefore,
original data are not damaged in a stegogramme.

• Propagation steganography - these methods utilize a generation engine which, when
fed the payload produces an output file. The content of this file, sometimes referred to
as a “mimic”, may appear as an image file, audio file, etc. A given payload will yield
the same steganography object file with few exceptions when the generation engine
reprocesses it. These methods do not use cover work on the input [80].
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3.1.3 The main principle of DCT Steganography - JPEG Compression

JPEG compression is a commonly used method for reducing the image file size (see figure
3.4), without reducing the visual quality enough to become noticeable by the human eye.
Compression extracts all the information from an image that the human eye is not perceptible.

(a) Quality 80 - 39,4 kB (b) Quality 50 - 33,3 kB (c) Quality 20 - 29,6 kB

Figure 3.4: Example of JPEG compression - Image resolution 250 x 250 px, chroma down-
sample ratio 4:2:0.

This chapter is dedicated to JPEG compression and the associated DCT used by steganog-
raphy algorithms such as OutGuess2.0 and F5 for secret message embedding. Generally, DCT
is a method that performs the transformation encoding over the sampled signal. The signal
is generally a 1D - nD signal. In our methodology, of course, we work with JPEG images that
represents a 2D signal. The principle of DCT is to find a correlation between neighboring
(even more distant) pixels. The DCT transforms the processed signal from the spatial domain
into the frequency domain. Now, we will describe the steps of JPEG compression:

1. Conversion from RGB space to YCbCr space - the first step of JPEG compression
is to convert RGB pixel values of the image into three components YCbCr. The Y com-
ponent represents the luminance (brightness), and the Cb and Cr components represent
blue and red chrominance color. The 2D grid determines chrominance components with
blue to yellow on one axis and red to green on another axis.

2. Downsampling of the Cb and Cr chrominance components - because of the
less sensitivity of the human eye to changes in color space, the Cb and Cr chrominance
components are downsampled. The downsampling is not used on the Y luminance
component because the human eye is more sensitive to changes in brightness.

By downsampling, it is possible to remove a lot of color information from an image
without losing quality. JPEG compression provides several options for downsampling.
For example, by taking two adjacent pixels or 4 pixels in the 2x2 grid and averaging
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them into one value. As we can see in figures 3.5 and 3.6 that shows each component
of the image, most reduced are Cb and Cr chrominance components. It is important to
mention that the downsampling is a lossy compression.

(a) Y component (b) Cb component (c) Cr component

Figure 3.5: Decomposition of the image 3.4a to YCbCr components - intensity values.

(a) Y component (b) Cb component (c) Cr component

Figure 3.6: Decomposition of the image 3.4c to YCbCr components - intensity values.

3. Discrete Cosine Transform - the next step is the transformation to the frequency
domain by DCT. The DCT is done separately for each YCbCr component. Each com-
ponent plane is divided into macroblocks of size 8x8. If the width or height of the image
is not divided by eight, the missing pixels are added by mirroring known pixels to pixels
beyond the image boundary. For every macroblock (see figure 3.7a), DCT is performed
by equation 3.1 for 2D signal.

t(i, j) = c(i, j)
N−1∑︂
n=0

M−1∑︂
m=0

s(m, n)cos
π(2m + 1)i

2M
cos

π(2n + 1)j
2N

, (3.1)
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where t(i, j) denotes matrix of transformed signal, c(i, j) denotes constant, s(m, n) de-
notes sampled signal and M and N denotes count of the signal samples - for JPEG
macroblock M, N = 8. The product of two cosines is also known as the base function.

The result of the DCT is a matrix of DCT coefficients (see figure 3.7b). Therefore, for
one macroblock 8x8, the matrix contains a total of 64 DCT coefficients representing the
frequencies. ⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

139 144 149 153 155 155 155 155
144 151 153 156 159 156 156 156
150 155 160 163 158 156 156 156
159 161 162 160 160 159 159 159
159 160 161 162 162 155 155 155
161 161 161 161 160 157 157 157
162 162 161 163 162 157 157 157
162 162 161 161 163 158 158 158

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(a) Macroblock 8x8 of pixel values⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

235.6 −1.0 −12.1 −5.2 2.1 −1.7 −2.7 1.3
−22.6 −17.5 −6.2 −3.2 −2.9 −0.1 0.4 −1.2
−10.9 −9.3 −11.6 1.5 0.2 −0.9 −0.6 −0.1
−7.1 −1.9 0.2 1.5 0.9 −0.1 0.0 0.3
−0.6 −0.8 1.5 1.6 −0.1 −0.7 0.6 1.3
1.8 −0.2 1.6 −0.3 −0.8 1.5 1.0 −1.0
−1.3 −0.4 −0.3 −1.5 −0.5 1.7 1.1 −0.8
−2.6 1.6 −3.8 −1.8 1.9 1.2 −0.6 −0.4

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(b) Matrix of DCT coeficients

Figure 3.7: Matrixes of pixel values and DCT coefficients.

As we can see in figure 3.7b, the largest value is always located in the top-left corner
of the matrix. This value represents the DC coefficient. This DC coefficient is the
average value of all pixel values on the macroblock. Other higher values are typically
situated around the DC coefficient and represent low image frequencies. Note that the
coefficients closest to zero are populated around the lower-right corner of the macroblock.
These values represent the high frequencies of the image, and also, these coefficients are
removed by JPEG compression or used by steganography algorithms for embedding the
information. It is essential to mention that every DCT coefficient is also called the AC
coefficient, except the DC coefficient.

4. The quantization of DCT coefficients - this step is crucial for JPEG compression.
The quantization of DCT coefficients causes the loss of information. Each coefficient
in the macroblock is divided by the value that is stored in the quantization table (see
equation 3.2).
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Ni,j = round

(︄
Ti,j

Qi,j

)︄
, (3.2)

where N is the matrix that contains normalized DCT coefficients, T is the matrix that
contains the DCT coefficient from the previous step, and Q denotes matrix represent
quantization table. ⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

16 11 10 16 24 40 51 61
12 12 14 19 26 58 60 55
14 13 16 24 40 57 69 56
14 17 22 29 51 87 80 62
18 22 37 56 68 109 103 77
24 35 55 64 81 104 113 92
49 64 78 87 103 121 120 101
72 92 95 98 112 100 103 99

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(a) Quantization table⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

15 0 −1 0 0 0 0 0
−2 −1 0 0 0 0 0 0
−1 −1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(b) Normalized DCT coefficients

Figure 3.8: Matrixes of quantization table and normalized DCT coefficients.

The quantization tables (see figure 3.8a) are designed to have low values in the posi-
tion of the DC coefficient, and the areas belong to low-frequency. In contradiction, in
high-frequency areas, the quantization tables have high values. Therefore, the result
(according to the equation 3.2) of the matrix of normalized DCT coefficients (see figure
3.8b) contains a large number of zeros in the high-frequency areas. This behavior leads
to the Huffman coding when long sets of zeros are very well coded.

Many graphics editors have saved only a few quantization tables, for example, only three
tables for quality 90, 70, and 50. Suppose the user wants to compress an image with a
quality factor of 80. In that case, the editor applies the two closest quantization tables
(90 and 70) to determine a new table with a quality factor of 80. Also, the quantization
tables are implemented in many libraries. Another option is that the user can design
his quantization table, which can focus on compression, for example, of the horizontal,
vertical, or diagonal edges.
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5. Zig-Zag ordering - this step is for the increasing number of zeros placed next to each
other. This ordering reorders the values using a zig-zag type motion to group similar
frequencies. Following figure 3.9 describe this motion.

Figure 3.9: Zig-Zag ordering for JPEG compression (the figure was taken from [81]).

6. Huffman coding - this step is beyond the scope of this thesis. Briefly, first, RLE
(massive sets of zeros) compress the high-frequency coefficients, and DPCM compresses
the first low-frequency coefficient. Next, the Huffman algorithm compressed everything
and stored it in the JPEG header.

However, it is essential to mention one research by author [82]. The author introduces
a new approach to detect steganography content. The basis is Huffman coding. The
research describes that a stegogramme will have a specific structure of Huffman coding
than an image without an embedded message. The author also applies a neural network
that identifies stegogramme. The detection rate is very high, in some cases up to 99.9%.
However, there is a question about whether this methodology identifies the presence
of a secret message or only the processing of a specific JPEG encoder for which the
neural network has been learned. This property could lead to a false classification of a
stegogramme and overloading of a deployed steganalysis detector. However, it is still
fascinating research.

Also, we adapt this methodology in our research [83]. The main idea is to detect which
algorithms (Outguess2.0 and StegHide) were used. When the steganography method is
applied to JPEG images, the DCT coefficients are modified, and the results of Huffman
coding are different. These structural changes can be seen in overall statistics as changes
in Huffman coding in the histogram length. These changes contain some hidden patterns
found in every steganography file and are unique to each steganography tool. For
classification, we also use the neural network. The neural network utilizes topology
with 68 input neurons, two hidden layers of 128 neurons, and two output neurons –
each for one steganography algorithm with a range of 0 – 1, where one signs the highest
probability for the given algorithm. The input vector is made of 64 Huffman tables
coefficients, two quality values, and two values for the image’s resolution.
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3.1.4 Know Your Enemy - OutGuess2.0

This chapter focuses on the steganography algorithm OutGuess2.0 that we primarily focus on
detecting in this thesis.

Algorithm 1 Pseudocode of the encoding procces of the OutGuess2.0.
1: convert image covIMG to DCT domain dom in 8x8 macroblocks
2: generate randomised sequence C using data dom and seed sd
3: for j = 1 to length(mess) do
4: cV al← DCT (Cj)
5: while cV al = DC or cV al = 0 or cV al = 1 do ▷ Skip DC, 0 and 1 coefficients
6: cV al := next DCT coefficient from C
7: end while
8: cV alj ← Cj mod 2 + messj

9: Cj ← cV alj
10: end for
11: correct coefficients to the looks of the clear image
12: generate original sequence covIMG using data C and seed sd
13: convert each 8x8 macroblock back to spatial domain

The encoding process of the OutGuess2.0 (see pseudocode 1) is a combination of random-
ized Hide & Seek [2] and JSteg [31] algorithm. The first step is converting the input cover
work image covIMG to the DCT domain. Then the DCT coefficients are shuffled into a ran-
dom order by a PRNG. Then the secret message mess is embedded by the same technique as
JSteg. It is important to mention that the encoding process avoids embedding within DC and
any AC coefficient cV al equal to either 0 or 1. Next, the DCT coefficients are shuffled back
to the correct position. At this phase, OutGuess2.0 provides corrections to the coefficients in
that they appear similar to that of a clear image in terms of frequencies of the values. This
correction causes a new compression, and the stegogramme is not changed from the point of
view of statistical analysis as was described in [84]. Finally, the image is converted back to
the spatial domain, producing the stegogramme.

Algorithm 2 Pseudocode of the decoding procces of the OutGuess2.0.
1: convert image stegoIMG to DCT domain dom in 8x8 macroblocks
2: generate randomised sequence S using data dom and seed sd
3: for j = 1 to length(stegoIMG) do
4: cV al← DCT (Sj)
5: while cV al = DC or cV al = 0 or cV al = 1 do ▷ Skip DC, 0 and 1 coefficients
6: cV al := next DCT coefficient from stegoIMG
7: end while
8: messj ← stegoIMGj mod 2
9: end for
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The decoding process (see pseudocode 2) converts the stegogramme stegoIMG back to
the DCT domain before being shuffled using the same seed sd that was used in the encod-
ing process. The secret message data mess are extracted by LSB technique from all DCT
coefficients, except DC and all AC coefficients equal to 0 or 1.

At this moment, a question arises - Where exactly does OutGuess2.0 embed the secret
message data? In other words, which of these three components YCbCr are modified? We had
thoughts, for example, that the embedding process excludes the Y component (luminance)
because human vision is more sensitive to a luminance change, and therefore modification
could be visible. On the other hand, DCT coefficients of the Y component have mostly bigger
values than the coefficients of the other two components. Therefore, these values provide a
better solution for the LSB technique.

At our previous researches [85, 86, 87, 88], we was not distinguished YCbCr as independent
separate values. Therefore, this leads to the distortion of the correct stegogramme and clear
image classification. This thesis provides new research where we approach these components
independently during the entire classification process. As we can see in the following figure
3.10, we used pixel difference between all three components of the cover work and his ste-
gogramme. Of course, as we mentioned before, OutGuess2.0 uses its compression that distorts
the results of the pixel difference. Therefore, we can not confidently say that the OutGuess2.0
always modified all three components in the same way. Nevertheless, by using the individual
approach to YCbCr, we are increasing the likelihood of the correct classification. In other
words, we do not need to care about which component is modified.
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(a) Y (luminance) component

(b) Cb (blue chroma) component

(c) Cr (red chroma) component

Figure 3.10: Pixel difference between cover work and his stegogramme, where white color
indicates non-equal pixel value and black color indicates equal pixel value.
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3.1.5 Know Your Enemy - F5

This chapter focuses on the steganography algorithm F5. It is essential to mention that we
want to test our methodology primarily intended for OutGuess2.0 on another DCT steganog-
raphy algorithm. Therefore, this algorithm will be described briefly.

As mentioned before, the F5 algorithm also had previous versions. In essence, each version
removed fatal design errors used for detection by some steganalysis methods. The main
improvements in the latest version - F5 minimized the disturbances on a cover work. These
disturbances were caused during the data embedding. Therefore, matrix encoding has been
introduced to reduce the number of changes needed to embed data.

Algorithm 3 Pseudocode of the encoding procces of the F5.
1: convert image covIMG to DCT domain dom in 8x8 macroblocks
2: for j = 1 to length(mess) do
3: cV al← domj

4: while cV al = DC or cV al = 0 do
5: cV al := next DCT coefficient from dom
6: end while
7: CV al← abs(cV alj)
8: if CV al = messj and CV al > 0 then
9: CV al← CV al + 1

10: abs(domj)← CV al
11: else if CV al ̸= messj and CV al < 0 then
12: CV al← CV al − 1
13: abs(domj)← CV al
14: end if
15: if domj = 0 then
16: messj := next messj

17: end if
18: Cj ← cV alj
19: end for
20: convert each 8x8 macroblock back to spatial domain

The main principle of the encoding algorithm (see pseudocode 3) is the evaluation of
negative DCT coefficients. This principle is also an improvement against the old version F3:
odd-negative DCT coefficients are mapped by steganography value equal to 0, even-negative
coefficients by value 1, odd-positive coefficients by value 1, and even-positive coefficients by
a value equal to 0. For example, the DCT coefficient with value -3 will remain -3. Therefore,
the histogram for the stegogramme will not show deviations in the frequency distribution.
The encoding algorithm itself works by calculating the embedding potential of encoding mess

within covIMG based on messj . Hamming coding is applied to embed potentially more than
one bit per value by making no more than one modification to the DCT coefficients.
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Algorithm 4 Pseudocode of the decoding procces of the F5.
1: convert image stegoIMG to DCT domain dom in 8x8 macroblocks
2: for j = 1 to length(mess) do
3: cV al← domj

4: while cV al = DC or cV al = 0 do
5: cV al := next DCT coefficient from dom
6: end while
7: CV al← abs(cV alj)
8: if CV al = messj and CV al > 0 then
9: messj ← abs(cV alj)− 1

10: else if CV al ̸= messj and CV al < 0 then
11: messj ← abs(cV alj) + 1
12: end if
13: end for

On the decoding process (see pseudocode 4) we firstly convert stegogramme stegoIMG

to obtain DCT coefficients. Again DC values and any coefficient equal to zero are skipped.
The most important part of the decoding is addition and subtraction from CV al caused by
the inverted encoding process because we need to extract the correct bit for message messj

- for example, the value is decremented (line 9) because this value was incremented in the
encoding algorithm.

3.2 Targeted Steganalysis

Targeted steganalysis is one of two types of steganalysis. As we already mentioned in the
introduction, we have both a suspicious picture and mostly an original cover work in the
targeted steganalysis. This approach is also called known-cover attacks steganalysis. Also,
there is a particular case called known-stego attacks steganalysis. In this case, we do not know
the original cover work, but we know used steganography algorithm. We evoke that the main
idea of steganalysis is only to identify the presence of a secret message, not it is successful
extraction. This chapter deals with three types of attacks on steganography algorithms.

3.2.1 Visual Attack

The visual attack is the first and primary type of targeted steganalysis. Even though it is a
type of approach that relies on visual examination of the suspected image, it is clear that the
image cannot be compared with the original only by human vision due to the main principle
of steganography. Therefore, we need to remove those parts of the digital image under which
a secret message is hidden. These parts are most likely not modified by the steganography
algorithm and only cover the embedded message. Thus, the key to the successful classification
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of the stegogramme will be if we correctly identify those redundant data that can be ignored
and those data potentially containing the secret message.

The visual attack is often used to classify Hide & Seek algorithm. This algorithm uses the
LSB technique. The main idea for steganalyst will be to reduce digital image into single bit
plane. To be more specific, it is the LSB bit plane in the case of the LSB technique. The next
step will be an investigation by the human eye for any periodic or other types of suspicious
patterns in the image.

Even though it is a primary type of steganalysis, it has several defects. For example,
different stegogramme classification conditions are due to the heterogeneous sensitivity of
human vision among observers. Also, it is not suited for extensive image data.

3.2.2 Structural Attack

The basic principle of a structured attack is that it detects high-level properties, which are
prominent features of a particular steganography algorithm. In other words, steganography
algorithm usually leaves behind a characteristic fingerprint structure on data. Therefore,
steganalyst can immediately flag the image as suspicious. The next step is to find the before-
mentioned fingerprints and classify a suspected image as stegogramme.

3.2.3 Statistical Attack

Thanks to mathematical statistics, we can determine if some event happens on a set of random
data. Thus, we can apply this definition to the issue of steganalysis. Statistical tests can reveal
an image that has been modified by steganography algorithm by the statistical property that
deviates from a norm. For example, some of the older versions of OutGuess show apparent
deviations in the histogram of DCT values.

One of the bases statistical attacks is Chi-squared Test. This test makes it possible to
compare a suspected image’s statistical properties with its counterpart’s theoretically expected
statistical properties. Then is possible to classify a suspected image as a stegogramme or clear
image.

3.3 Blind Steganalysis

Blind steganalysis is the second type of steganalysis. This type includes every case when we
do not know the original cover work or the steganography algorithm used. Therefore, this
reflects most of the realistic scenarios, such as scenario two on figure 1.2. With the increasingly
developed steganography algorithms, these classification methods are fundamental. Same as
our method described in this thesis.
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Chapter 4

Contribution to the Area

As we mentioned in the chapter 1, steganography can be used for illegal activities. Therefore,
steganalysis techniques are fundamental to detecting such stegogrammes. In chapter 2 we
present many solutions that have been proposed in recent years, but there are still some
needs for further research. We cannot concentrate on breaking all steganography algorithms
and related issues in our effort. Instead, we contributed to detecting the stegogrammes created
by steganography techniques that are based on the modification of the transform domain of
JPEG images.

This chapter would like to summarize our contribution to the area. Many research, for
example, [59, 89, 90], were tested and developed on the low-resolution grayscale JPEG images.
This type of data is sufficient for the research and testing. However, we want to test our
methodology on data that reflect realistic scenarios - high-resolution colorful images. For
example, proposing methods [89, 90] were tested on one low-resolution image, and detection
capability was from 66% to 94% according to the selected steganography algorithm and secret
message length. Also, the authors in [91] propose a new methodology based on the universality
to detect several steganography algorithms, but for the cost of detection success rate.

Now we will summarize all of our research assets with the concrete contribution to the area
of blind steganalysis. This list is also separated into two sections - primary and secondary
contributions. Primary contributions summarize the most critical assets with regards to
modern requirements of steganalysis algorithm, such as high detection success rate, etc. We
have only one secondary contribution: the possibility of applying our research on another
steganography algorithm - F5.

PRIMARY CONTRIBUTION

• Detecting stegogrammes created by OutGuess2.0 steganography algorithm - our method-
ology can correctly classify the stegogramme created by one of the most available and
advanced steganography algorithms - OutGuess2.0. It is also an algorithm available on
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the Internet that is free to download and provides the user his own intuitive GUI - these
facts increase the likelihood that it will be in the corporate sector to send an image with
the embedded secret message. This algorithm has been subjected to an analysis in the
chapter 3.1.4.

• High classification success rate - concerning the sensitivity of the test. In other words,
evaluation is stricter in classification between a stegogramme and a clear image. Results
are discussed in detail in chapter 6.1.

• Invariance of the test’s sensitivity against secret message length - this is critical. The
secret message can contain anything from short passwords to the long description of
the customers. Therefore, it is essential to correctly classify stegogrammes with the
same success rate with no relation to a message payload. Our methodology provides
this invariance of the length of the embedded message on the test’s sensitivity. This
statement is also discussed and tested by ANOVA statistical hypothesis test in chapter
6.2.

• Image resolution and color depth - development and testing on several resolutions, in-
cluding high-resolution colorful JPEG images (up to 10 Mpx). This feature that we
bring to our methodology reflects realistic data that can be tested, for example, on the
company’s internal network. High-resolution and color depth provide better solutions
for DCT steganography, and also, these kinds of images are commonly used, so they are
not suspicious.

• Application of the ANN (we are using the specific type called shallow neural network) -
our methodology implements the ANN to classify stegogramme and clear image. With
the ANN, we can replace the trivial classification process, such as comparing two values
with the more complex solution, including classification based on several characteristics
and the experience of the ANN. We are also extending the issues of ANN. The application
of ANN to our methodology is discussed in chapter 5.3.

• JPEG macroblock filtering - filtering of non-modified macroblocks by embedding pro-
cess. By observing OutGuess2.0, we bring a new feature to the classification process.
If we remove macroblocks that are not used to embed the secret message, we can re-
move the distortion from blockiness calculation and, therefore, increase the classification
success rate. More is discussed in chapter 5.1.

• Publications of our research - all the contributions presented here were published in
international conference, or journal [92].
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SECONDARY CONTRIBUTION

• Application of the research for the classification of the F5 steganography algorithm - as
we have already mentioned, we test (see chapter 6) the extensibility of our methodology
on another DCT steganography algorithm. This extensibility will generally increase the
applicability of our research.
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Chapter 5

Methodology

This chapter will describe our methodology, including individual steps in detail. Results of
our research are mentioned later on. The following figure 5.1 represents the process of the
classification.

Figure 5.1: Classification process - diagram
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5.1 Calibration Process

As we mentioned in chapter 2.2.2, we adopted the method of steganalysis [59], specifically
“blind steganalysis”. Thus, there is no cover image that we can compare with the suspected
image and detect differences. This disadvantage is removed by using a method called calibra-
tion.

The input of this method is a suspected image, and the output is a calibrated image. The
calibrated image is not a copy of the cover image, but it is very similar. This calibrated image
should represent the state of the image after embedding the secret message by OutGuess2.0.
As we mentioned in chapter 3.1.4, the OutGuess2.0 use it is own compression with quality
factor QS. In other words, the stegogramme passed double compression, and it is necessary
to compress the suspected image by factor QC (quality factor of an image before OutGuess2.0
compression) and consequently by factor QS. This process will simulate embedding messages
by using the OutGuess2.0 system. The algorithm for creating the calibrated image consists
of the following steps:

1. Cropping the suspected image by 4px from every side.

2. Compress the suspected image by using QC.

3. Compress the suspected image by using QS.

Cropping the suspected image will have the important effect that we will describe in
detail later in chapter 5.2. The question is how to get quality factor QC when the state of the
image before OutGuess2.0 compression is unknown. The advantage is that the OutGuess2.0
preserves the histogram. For this purpose the authors [59] developed the following formula
5.1:

QC = arg min
Q

∑︂
(i,j)

∑︂
d

|hd(i, j)− hd(i, j, Q)|2, (5.1)

where hd(i, j) is a histogram of values (i, j) -th DCT mode of the suspected image, hd(i, j, Q)
is the same histogram of the cropped image with using of quality factor Q, that is subsequently
compressed by quality factor QS . So QC is calculated as the quality factor that minimizes
the difference between hd(i, j, Q) and hd(i, j) for those DCT modes (i, j) that correspond to
the lowest-frequencies. Those are coefficients with coordinates (1, 2), (2, 1), and (2, 2) in the
DCT table. The DC term with coordinate (1, 1) is excluded. Also, it is important to mention
that this is done for each individual YCbCr components, then these values are sum together.
Next, QC is calculated as was mentioned above.

For example, from the following figure 5.2, we can see how the calibration process works
for stegogramme (with 1000 B embedded message) and the clear image. For the stegogramme,
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we made pixel difference between stegogramme and his calibrated image - figure 5.2a. Then
equally for the clear image - figure 5.2b. Of course, the comparison of each pixel between
the input image and the calibrated image cannot be the same, but we can see the difference
between the stegogramme and clear image.

(a) Pixel difference - stegogramme and his calibrated image

(b) Pixel difference - clear image and his calibrated image

Figure 5.2: Difference between stegogramme and clear image, where white color indicates
non-equal pixel value and black color indicates equal pixel value.

From the initial testing and observing the steganography algorithm OutGuess2.0’s behav-
ior, we improved the calibration process for colorful JPEG images. How is it done? Please
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follow the next paragraphs.
In the following figure 5.3a, we can see the high-frequency domains (high details, white

pixels) are used for embedding the secret message. This figure was produced by pixel difference
between the stegogramme in figure 5.3b and original cover work.

(a) Pixel difference - stegogramme and cover work

(b) Stegogramme

Figure 5.3: Embedding to the high-frequency domains of the stegogramme

Also, some tolerance was added to neglect the effect of OutGuess2.0 compression. There-
fore, we can see where the secret message is embedded. If we know that the OutGuess2.0
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is focused on modifying the high-frequency domains, we use this fact to improve detection
capability. For the blockiness calculation, we exclude (based on the standard deviation of ev-
ery macroblock) the low-frequency domains of the suspected image because this area distorts
the result. From the practical point of view, the classification process should not mark some
of the stegogrammes as a clear image. Therefore, this enhancement has a positive effect on
the behavior of the detector in the way of the correct classification of the suspect image - it
improves the sensitivity of the test mentioned in chapter 4. Some results of the macroblock
filtering are listed in the chapter 6.3.

5.2 Blockiness Calculation

We also find a property that detects the presence of a hidden message in the image - it is
called Blockiness. This property responds to the variable lengths of the messages due to the
invariance of the classification success rate against the secret message length, as we mentioned
in chapter 4.

As we mentioned in chapter 2.2.2, authors [60] present blockiness values. It is a statistical
property that is different for the calibrated and the suspected image, so we can determine
whether it is stegogramme. A blockiness value is defined as the sum of spatial discontinuities
along the boundary of all 8x8 macroblocks of JPEG image. In other words, stegogrammes
will contain different coefficients along the borders of 8x8 macroblocks than the clear image.
Again, the input of this calculation is an image (suspected and calibrated image), and the
output is the blockiness value for each individual YCbCr component. The formula 5.2 for
blockiness calculation is as follows:

BX =
[ M−1

8 ]∑︂
i=1

N∑︂
j=1
|p8i,j − p8i+1,j |+

[ N−1
8 ]∑︂

j=1

M∑︂
i=1
|pi,8j − pi,8j+1|, (5.2)

where X indicates one of YCbCr components, pi, j denotes coordinates of the pixel values on
the M ×N image.

As we can see from the formula 5.2, the calculation operates with individual columns
and rows. First, the sum of all differences between the values of the eighth and ninth row
(generally the row below) is calculated. The sum is continuously accumulated for the others
pair of the rows (generally the rows 8i and 8i+1). Similarly, the second sum for the columns is
solved, which accumulates the pair of columns (generally the columns 8j and 8j+1). Finally,
the two sums are added together, and we get the blockiness value of one YCbCr components.

As we mentioned in chapter 5.1, one step of the process is cropping the suspected im-
age from every side by 4 pixels. This modification ensures that the entire block structure is
removed, 8x8 macroblocks are shifted from both directions, and thus a more accurate estima-
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tion of the calibrated image is derived. Blockiness calculation takes advantage of the fact that
JPEG steganography algorithms embed the secret message in the same 8x8 macroblocks used
for compression. Now, we can calculate three blockiness values BSX for the suspected image
and three blockiness values BCX for the calibrated image, where X denotes one of YCbCr

components. We can get YCbCr values of the pixel by calculation via RGB pixel values.

5.3 Artificial Neural Network

Neural networks are inspired by biological neural networks. Due to this fact, we can simulate
a simple function of the human mind. Like the human model, the artificial neural network
(ANN) needs to gain experiences by learning. According to these experiences, it will then
decide – it is a set of data (inputs), for which we know the correct result (output).

In our neural network, we used the Perceptron. It is one of the most used models, whose
potential P is defined as the weighted sum of the incoming signals (inputs). If the threshold
is exceeded, it leads to excitation of the neuron (to 1). Otherwise, it leads to inhibition (to
0). In order to properly recognize the input values of the ANN, every neuron’s weight must
be correctly set. This process is done by learning from the training set. Our ANN consists of
seven neurons – 6 inputs and one output neuron - figure 5.4.

Figure 5.4: Topology of the Artificial Neural Network

To the input, we sent six inputs representing six blockiness values of YCbCr for the sus-
pected and the calibrated image. The potential P of the neuron is defined by the equation 5.3.
Therefore, the border between the classification of the stegogramme and the clear image will
be defined as the poly-plane in 6D space. The output then generates a value of 1 or 0. Value
1 indicates stegogramme, and value 0 indicates a clear image without any secret message. We
must emphasize that we use our simple ANN for finding the best possible border between the
classification of the stegogramme and the clear image.

P = w0 + w1x1 + w2x2 + w3x3 + w4x4 + w5x5 + w6x6 (5.3)
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where w indicates weights of the neurons adjusted by training, x1 indicates blockiness value
BSY of the Y component of the suspected image, x2 indicates blockiness value BCY of the Y
component of the calibrated image, x3 indicates blockiness value BSCb of the Cb component of
the suspected image, x4 indicates blockiness value BCCb of the Cb component of the calibrated
image, x5 indicates blockiness value BSCr of the Cr component of the suspected image and x6

indicates blockiness value BCCr of the Cr component of the calibrated image.
It is hard to imagine poly-plane in 6D space represented by our ANN topology. Therefore,

we can simplify this topology to only two input neurons and one output neuron. The potential
equation of such topology will be modified to (see equation 5.4):

P = w0 + w1x1 + w2x2 (5.4)

where w indicates weights of the neurons, x1 and x2 some general input values.
Furthermore, this equation 5.4 is nothing else than an equation for the line in 2D space.

Therefore, we can analogously modify this formula to equation 5.5:

ax + by + c = 0 (5.5)

Then, the border for the classification between two general cases (for us, stegogramme vs.
clear image) only represents the line in 2D space.

Also, we try to test other topologies. For example, we include some hidden layers with
different numbers of neurons or change neuron output function. However, because we do not
have any empirical rule about ANN topologies and no thoughts about it, we left this idea
behind. However, for this topology (see figure 5.4), we still get the best results.

In one of our previous research [88], we also use the ANN for improvement of the clas-
sification capability. This improvement of the classification capability was also tested and
verified.
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Chapter 6

Results

In this chapter, we will summarize all results. Also, we mentioned our testing and training
database.

We create a database of color JPEG images taken with two devices - Huawei P7 and LG-
D605 cameras for development and testing purposes. The database consists of two parts – the
test and the train section. As the name suggests, the test section is designated for testing, and
the train section is prepared for learning the ANN. Each section contains clear images and
stegogrammes created by steganography algorithms OutGuess2.0 and F5. Individual images
are available in five different resolutions – 800 x 449, 1024 x 575, 1440 x 809, 2560 x 1438
and 4200 x 2358. For every resolution, we prepared 320 images with a message length of 10
B, 320 images with a message length of 50 B, the same amount of the images for message
lengths 200 B, 500 B, 800 B, and 1000 B. Count of images in the database is about 20 500.

For testing purposes, we prepared several testing sets (one for each resolution with one
message length). These sets contained 640 vectors – 320 stegogrammes and 320 clear images.
These vectors consist of seven values representing blockiness value BSY of the Y component of
the suspected image, BCY of the Y component of the calibrated image, BSCb of the Cb compo-
nent of the suspected image, BCCb of the Cb component of the calibrated image, BSCr of the
Cr component of the suspected image and BCCr of the Cr component of the calibrated image.
The seventh vector value is 1 or 0 - 0 indicates clear image, and 1 indicates stegogramme.

To learn the ANN, we prepared the set of 2552 vectors consisting of clear images and
stegogrammes. As the stegogrammes, we used images with a message length of 10 B for every
five resolutions.

6.1 Classification Success Rate

In the figure 6.1, we can see the chart of classification success rates of our steganography detec-
tor compared to our previous results. We can confidently say that we improve the classification
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success rate for the low-resolution images, but for the cost of reducing the high-resolution im-
ages success rate. If this methodology were used to monitor the corporate network, images
with a lower resolution would likely be used than high-resolution images that are unsuitable
due to their size for network transmission.

The classification success rate is computed as the accuracy rate by the following equation
6.1:

Acc =
(︃

a + d

a + b + c + d

)︃
∗ 100, (6.1)

where a is denotes as TP - true positive result, d as TN - true negative result, b as FN - false
positive result and c as FP - false negative result. We can also compute the error rate Err

by subtracting Acc from 100.

Figure 6.1: Chart of the classification success rate with the comparison of the current results
and results of [83, 85].

Next, we present specific results for each resolution and the secret message length. Please
note that only the results for the secret message length equal to 10 B and 1000 B are shown.
The rest of the results are attached in appendix A at the end of this thesis. Results tables
also include statistical values for the sensitivity and specificity of the test. Especially the
high sensitivity of the test is essential for us because of the reasons described in the chapter
4. The sensitivity is defined as the probability that a test result will be positive when the
stegogramme is present. Sensitivity is calculated by the following equation 6.2:
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Sensitivity =
(︃

TP

TP + FN

)︃
∗ 100, (6.2)

where TP is true positive, and FN is false negative.
And the specificity of the test is defined as the probability that a test result will be negative

when the stegogramme is not present. The following equation calculates specificity 6.3:

Specificity =
(︃

TN

FP + TN

)︃
∗ 100. (6.3)

where TN is true negative, and FP is false positive.
Following tables of test1 results:

Table 6.1: Test results - OutGuess2.0, resolution 800 x 449, 10 B secret message length.

Condition - Images contain a secret message
Condition positive Condition negative

Test outcome POSITIVE
(stegogramme) TP = 318 FP = 13

Test outcome NEGATIVE
(clear image) FN = 2 TN = 307

Sensitivity [%] 99,38
Specificity [%] 95,94
Accuracy [%] 97,66

Error [%] 2,34

Table 6.2: Test results - OutGuess2.0, resolution 800 x 449, 1000 B secret message length.

Condition - Images contain a secret message
Condition positive Condition negative

Test outcome POSITIVE
(stegogramme) TP = 319 FP = 13

Test outcome NEGATIVE
(clear image) FN = 1 TN = 307

Sensitivity [%] 99,69
Specificity [%] 95,94
Accuracy [%] 97,81

Error [%] 2,19

1All testing was performed on Intel Xeon Gold 6138 32 cores 2.00GHz, RAM 100GB, parallelized.
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Table 6.3: Test results - OutGuess2.0, resolution 1024 x 575, 10 B secret message length.

Condition - Images contain a secret message
Condition positive Condition negative

Test outcome POSITIVE
(stegogramme) TP = 318 FP = 11

Test outcome NEGATIVE
(clear image) FN = 2 TN = 309

Sensitivity [%] 99,38
Specificity [%] 96,56
Accuracy [%] 97,97

Error [%] 2,03

Table 6.4: Test results - OutGuess2.0, resolution 1024 x 575, 1000 B secret message length.

Condition - Images contain a secret message
Condition positive Condition negative

Test outcome POSITIVE
(stegogramme) TP = 319 FP = 11

Test outcome NEGATIVE
(clear image) FN = 1 TN = 309

Sensitivity [%] 99,69
Specificity [%] 96,56
Accuracy [%] 98,13

Error [%] 1,88

Table 6.5: Test results - OutGuess2.0, resolution 1440 x 809, 10 B secret message length.

Condition - Images contain a secret message
Condition positive Condition negative

Test outcome POSITIVE
(stegogramme) TP = 318 FP = 8

Test outcome NEGATIVE
(clear image) FN = 2 TN = 312

Sensitivity [%] 99,39
Specificity [%] 97,50
Accuracy [%] 98,44

Error [%] 1,56
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Table 6.6: Test results - OutGuess2.0, resolution 1440 x 809, 1000 B secret message length.

Condition - Images contain a secret message
Condition positive Condition negative

Test outcome POSITIVE
(stegogramme) TP = 318 FP = 8

Test outcome NEGATIVE
(clear image) FN = 2 TN = 312

Sensitivity [%] 99,39
Specificity [%] 97,50
Accuracy [%] 98,44

Error [%] 1,56

Table 6.7: Test results - OutGuess2.0, resolution 2560 x 1438, 10 B secret message length.

Condition - Images contain a secret message
Condition positive Condition negative

Test outcome POSITIVE
(stegogramme) TP = 315 FP = 10

Test outcome NEGATIVE
(clear image) FN = 5 TN = 310

Sensitivity [%] 98,44
Specificity [%] 96,88
Accuracy [%] 97,66

Error [%] 2,34

Table 6.8: Test results - OutGuess2.0, resolution 2560 x 1438, 1000 B secret message length.

Condition - Images contain a secret message
Condition positive Condition negative

Test outcome POSITIVE
(stegogramme) TP = 315 FP = 10

Test outcome NEGATIVE
(clear image) FN = 5 TN = 310

Sensitivity [%] 98,44
Specificity [%] 96,88
Accuracy [%] 97,66

Error [%] 2,34
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Table 6.9: Test results - OutGuess2.0, resolution 4200 x 2358, 10 B secret message length.

Condition - Images contain a secret message
Condition positive Condition negative

Test outcome POSITIVE
(stegogramme) TP = 311 FP = 15

Test outcome NEGATIVE
(clear image) FN = 9 TN = 305

Sensitivity [%] 97,19
Specificity [%] 95,31
Accuracy [%] 96,25

Error [%] 3,75

Table 6.10: Test results - OutGuess2.0, resolution 4200 x 2358, 1000 B secret message length.

Condition - Images contain a secret message
Condition positive Condition negative

Test outcome POSITIVE
(stegogramme) TP = 311 FP = 15

Test outcome NEGATIVE
(clear image) FN = 9 TN = 305

Sensitivity [%] 97,19
Specificity [%] 95,31
Accuracy [%] 96,25

Error [%] 3,75

It is clear from the previous tables 6.1 - 6.10 that for the correct classification of the
stegogramme created by the OutGuess2.0 algorithm and the clear image, we achieved an
accuracy of 96,25% - 98,44% (with an error of 3,75% - 1,56%). However, the sensitivity of
the test that was emphasized was 97,19% - 99,69%.

Possible loss of classification capabilities for high-resolution images may be due to the
character of the ANN training set. The training set was learned only at resolutions up to
2560 x 1438. Therefore, the lack of "ANN experience" could lead to this drop in classification
capabilities. The calculation of vectors representing 4200 x 2358 images was not included
in the training set because of the time-consuming calculation on different and lower PC
specs. Another possible reason is modifying the maximum length of a secret message. The
OutGuess2.0 algorithm provides this feature. It allows the user to insert a message to a
specific length only. In other words, OutGuess2.0, based on the input cover image, allows
the user to insert the message with concrete length so that it is not so easily detected in
the image. This feature was most prominent in high-resolution images (e.g., 4200 x 2358),
especially for 1000 B message length. The number of such "reduced" stegogrammes was in
the range from about ten images (for small resolutions) to half of the stegogramme series
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(for high resolution). This feature can confuse the learned ANN that determines whether it
is a clear image or a stegogramme based on individual blockiness values. This feature also
demonstrates how interesting the OutGuess2.0 algorithm is. However, as we mentioned above,
low-resolution images are likely to be used in the corporate network.

As we mentioned in the chapter 4, our secondary contribution is the applicability of our
methodology to attack another steganography algorithm - the F5 algorithm. Let it be clear
that this methodology is primarily focused on the classification of the stegogrammes created
by the OutGuess2.0 algorithm. Therefore, we only consider the possible application to another
algorithm as an additional feature. Again, we only present the secret message length equal to
10 B and 1000 B results. The rest of the results are attached in appendix A:

Table 6.11: Test results - F5, resolution 800 x 449, 10 B secret message length.

Condition - Images contain a secret message
Condition positive Condition negative

Test outcome POSITIVE
(stegogramme) TP = 299 FP = 13

Test outcome NEGATIVE
(clear image) FN = 21 TN = 307

Sensitivity [%] 93,44
Specificity [%] 95,94
Accuracy [%] 94,69

Error [%] 5,31

Table 6.12: Test results - F5, resolution 800 x 449, 1000 B secret message length.

Condition - Images contain a secret message
Condition positive Condition negative

Test outcome POSITIVE
(stegogramme) TP = 307 FP = 13

Test outcome NEGATIVE
(clear image) FN = 13 TN = 307

Sensitivity [%] 95,94
Specificity [%] 95,94
Accuracy [%] 95,94

Error [%] 4,06
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Table 6.13: Test results - F5, resolution 1024 x 575, 10 B secret message length.

Condition - Images contain a secret message
Condition positive Condition negative

Test outcome POSITIVE
(stegogramme) TP = 285 FP = 11

Test outcome NEGATIVE
(clear image) FN = 35 TN = 309

Sensitivity [%] 89,06
Specificity [%] 96,56
Accuracy [%] 92,81

Error [%] 7,19

Table 6.14: Test results - F5, resolution 1024 x 575, 1000 B secret message length.

Condition - Images contain a secret message
Condition positive Condition negative

Test outcome POSITIVE
(stegogramme) TP = 297 FP = 11

Test outcome NEGATIVE
(clear image) FN = 23 TN = 309

Sensitivity [%] 92,81
Specificity [%] 96,56
Accuracy [%] 94,69

Error [%] 5,31

Table 6.15: Test results - F5, resolution 1440 x 809, 10 B secret message length.

Condition - Images contain a secret message
Condition positive Condition negative

Test outcome POSITIVE
(stegogramme) TP = 263 FP = 8

Test outcome NEGATIVE
(clear image) FN = 57 TN = 312

Sensitivity [%] 82,19
Specificity [%] 97,50
Accuracy [%] 89,84

Error [%] 10,16
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Table 6.16: Test results - F5, resolution 1440 x 809, 1000 B secret message length.

Condition - Images contain a secret message
Condition positive Condition negative

Test outcome POSITIVE
(stegogramme) TP = 264 FP = 8

Test outcome NEGATIVE
(clear image) FN = 56 TN = 312

Sensitivity [%] 82,50
Specificity [%] 97,50
Accuracy [%] 90,00

Error [%] 10,00

Table 6.17: Test results - F5, resolution 2560 x 1438, 10 B secret message length.

Condition - Images contain a secret message
Condition positive Condition negative

Test outcome POSITIVE
(stegogramme) TP = 286 FP = 10

Test outcome NEGATIVE
(clear image) FN = 34 TN = 310

Sensitivity [%] 89,38
Specificity [%] 96,88
Accuracy [%] 93,13

Error [%] 6,88

Table 6.18: Test results - F5, resolution 2560 x 1438, 1000 B secret message length.

Condition - Images contain a secret message
Condition positive Condition negative

Test outcome POSITIVE
(stegogramme) TP = 286 FP = 10

Test outcome NEGATIVE
(clear image) FN = 34 TN = 310

Sensitivity [%] 89,38
Specificity [%] 96,88
Accuracy [%] 93,13

Error [%] 6,88
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It is clear from the previous tables 6.11 - 6.18 that for the correct classification of the
stegogramme created by the F5 algorithm and the clear image, we achieved an accuracy of
89,84% - 95,94% (with an error of 10,16% - 4,06%). The sensitivity of the test was 82,19%
- 95,94%.

Even though these results are not as good as the classification of OutGuess2.0 stegogrammes,
they are still decent. It is essential to mention that the ANN was not learned on F5 ste-
gogrammes. However, the sensitivity was very low, and therefore it should not be used in
the corporate sector. On the contrary, the steganography algorithm F5 is less accessible than
OutGuess2.0. Also, we can not create stegogrammes for resolution 4200 x 2358 - with this
resolution, F5 creates empty stegogrammes with file size 0 B.

6.2 Sensitivity of the Test vs. Secret Message Length

As we mentioned, our methodology provides invariance between the test’s sensitivity and
secret message length. The reason is in the chapter 4. To prove this statement, we can
perform ANOVA statistical hypothesis test.

The ANOVA procedure is designed to construct a statistical model describing the impact
of a single categorical factor X (secret message length) on a dependent variable Y (sensitivity
of the test). This test can determine whether or not there are significant differences between
the means of Y at the different levels of X. In our case, we will prove that there is no
significant difference between our groups of secret message lengths.

First, we determine the null hypothesis H0: "the mean of each population will be the same".
Next, we determine the hypothesis H1: "H0 does not apply". The population, also sometimes
referred to as a group, is, in our case, it is the lengths of the secret message. In the following
text, groups for each length of a secret message will be referred to as A (for 10 B message),
B (for a 50 B message), C (for a 200 B message), D (for a 500 B message), E (for an 800 B
message) and F (for a 1000 B message).

The following table 6.19 represents all the sensitivities of the test of OutGuess2.0 algorithm
for each group (secret message length):

Table 6.19: Sensitivity of the test summary - OutGuess2.0.

Groups A B C D E F
99,38 99,38 99,38 99,38 99,69 99,69
99,38 99,38 99,69 99,38 99,69 99,69

Sensitivity [%] 99,38 99,38 99,38 99,38 99,38 99,38
98,44 98,44 98,44 98,44 98,44 98,44
97,19 97,19 97,19 97,19 97,19 97,19

The following table 6.20 presents summary statistics for the previous table 6.19:
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Table 6.20: Summary statistics for OutGuess2.0.

Groups A B C D E F
Count 5 5 5 5 5 5
Sum 493,75 493,75 494,0625 493,75 494,375 494,375

Average 98,75 98,75 98,8125 98,75 98,875 98,875
Variance 0,927734 0,927734 1,044922 0,927734 1,152344 1,152344

The last table 6.21 is a summary for ANOVA statistical hypothesis test:

Table 6.21: ANOVA statistical hypothesis test - OutGuess2.0.

Source of Variation SS DF MS F-ratio P-value
Between Groups 0,094401 5 0,01888 0,018471 0,999846

Within Groups 24,53125 24 1,022135
Total 24,62565 29

The conclusion from ANOVA - The P-value (0,999846) corresponding to the F-ratio of
ANOVA is higher than α = 0, 05, therefore we can not reject the hypothesis H0. In other
words, the mean response for all groups by the same way, and therefore there is no dependency
between sensitivity and secret message length.

In the same way, we will process results from the F5 algorithm by ANOVA. Again, we
define the same hypothesis as before. The following table 6.22 represents all the sensitivities
of the test of F5, for each group (secret message length):

Table 6.22: Sensitivity of the test summary - F5.

Groups A B C D E F
93,44 93,44 94,38 94,69 95,31 95,94

Sensitivity [%] 89,06 89,38 90,94 90,94 91,88 92,81
82,19 82,19 82,19 82,50 82,81 82,50
89,38 89,38 89,38 89,38 89,38 89,38

The following table 6.23 presents summary statistics for the previous table 6.22:

Table 6.23: Summary statistics for F5.

Groups A B C D E F
Count 4 4 4 4 4 4
Sum 354,0625 354,375 356,875 357,5 359,375 360,625

Average 88,51563 88,59375 89,21875 89,375 89,84375 90,15625
Variance 21,76921 21,90755 26,33464 25,97656 27,89714 33,23568

Again, the last table 6.24 is a summary for ANOVA statistical hypothesis test:
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Table 6.24: ANOVA statistical hypothesis test - F5.

Source of Variation SS DF MS F-ratio P-value
Between Groups 8,614095 5 1,722819 0,06579 0,996543

Within Groups 471,3623 18 26,18679
Total 479,9764 23

The conclusion from ANOVA - Again, the P-value (0,996543) corresponding to the F-ratio
of ANOVA is higher than α = 0, 05, therefore we can not reject the hypothesis H0. Therefore
there is no dependency between sensitivity and secret message length.

Even though it is possible to estimate these results directly from a table or graph, it is
always necessary to do a statistical survey to support such a statement. That was the purpose
of this chapter. Another finding is that for further testing, we may not have to distinguish
sets based on the secret message length, and we can merge these testing sets into one set for
each of the five resolutions.

6.3 Results of the Macroblock Filtering

In this chapter, we will present differences in the classification with and without macroblock
filtering. This functionality has been described in the chapter 5.1.

Again, we will only present tables for the secret message’s length 10 B and 1000 B for
each resolution. The rest will be placed in appendix B at the end of this thesis.

The following tables are for the OutGuess2.0 algorithm:

Table 6.25: Application of the macroblock filtering - OutGuess2.0, resolution 800 x 449, 10 B
secret message length.

With the use of MF Without the use of MF Difference
Sensitivity [%] 99,38 94,06 5,31
Specificity [%] 95,94 95,94 0,00
Accuracy [%] 97,66 95,00 2,66

Error [%] 2,34 5,00 -2,66

Table 6.26: Application of the macroblock filtering - OutGuess2.0, resolution 800 x 449, 1000
B secret message length.

With the use of MF Without the use of MF Difference
Sensitivity [%] 99,69 98,13 1,56
Specificity [%] 95,94 95,94 0,00
Accuracy [%] 97,81 97,03 0.78

Error [%] 2,19 2,97 -0.78
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Table 6.27: Application of the macroblock filtering - OutGuess2.0, resolution 1024 x 575, 10
B secret message length.

With the use of MF Without the use of MF Difference
Sensitivity [%] 99,38 95,31 4,06
Specificity [%] 96,54 96,54 0,00
Accuracy [%] 97,97 95,94 2,03

Error [%] 2,03 4,06 -2,03

Table 6.28: Application of the macroblock filtering - OutGuess2.0, resolution 1024 x 575, 1000
B secret message length.

With the use of MF Without the use of MF Difference
Sensitivity [%] 99,69 97,81 1,88
Specificity [%] 96,56 96,56 0,00
Accuracy [%] 98,13 97,19 0,94

Error [%] 1,88 2,81 -0,94

Table 6.29: Application of the macroblock filtering - OutGuess2.0, resolution 1440 x 809, 10
B secret message length.

With the use of MF Without the use of MF Difference
Sensitivity [%] 99,38 94,69 4,69
Specificity [%] 97,50 98,13 -0,63
Accuracy [%] 98,44 96,41 2,03

Error [%] 1,56 3,59 -2,03

Table 6.30: Application of the macroblock filtering - OutGuess2.0, resolution 1440 x 809, 1000
B secret message length.

With the use of MF Without the use of MF Difference
Sensitivity [%] 99,38 96,25 3,13
Specificity [%] 97,50 98,13 -0,63
Accuracy [%] 98,44 97,19 1,25

Error [%] 1,56 2,81 -1,25

Table 6.31: Application of the macroblock filtering - OutGuess2.0, resolution 2560 x 1438, 10
B secret message length.

With the use of MF Without the use of MF Difference
Sensitivity [%] 98,44 96,56 1,88
Specificity [%] 96,88 98,13 -1,25
Accuracy [%] 97,66 97,34 0,31

Error [%] 2,34 2,66 -0,31
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Table 6.32: Application of the macroblock filtering - OutGuess2.0, resolution 2560 x 1438,
1000 B secret message length.

With the use of MF Without the use of MF Difference
Sensitivity [%] 98,44 98,13 0,31
Specificity [%] 96,88 98,13 -1,25
Accuracy [%] 97,66 98,13 -0,47

Error [%] 2,34 1,88 0,47

Table 6.33: Application of the macroblock filtering - OutGuess2.0, resolution 4200 x 2358, 10
B secret message length.

With the use of MF Without the use of MF Difference
Sensitivity [%] 97,19 78,13 19,06
Specificity [%] 95,31 100,00 -4,69
Accuracy [%] 96,25 89,06 7,19

Error [%] 3,75 10,94 -7,19

Table 6.34: Application of the macroblock filtering - OutGuess2.0, resolution 4200 x 2358,
1000 B secret message length.

With the use of MF Without the use of MF Difference
Sensitivity [%] 97,19 79,69 17,50
Specificity [%] 95,31 100,00 -4,69
Accuracy [%] 96,25 89,84 6,41

Error [%] 3,75 10,16 -6,41

It is clear from the previous tables 6.25 - 6.34 that using the macroblock filtering function
has a positive effect on the sensitivity of the test in each of the tests performed. Improvements
in sensitivity were in the range from 0,31% - 19,06%. This function also improved the overall
test accuracy by up to 7,19%. However, in some cases, the specificity of the test was reduced
to -4,69%. However, as mentioned before, priority is given to the test’s sensitivity. Deviations
to the desired results are indicated by the italics font in the Difference column in the previous
tables.

We also provide the following tables for the F5 algorithm:
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Table 6.35: Application of the macroblock filtering - F5, resolution 800 x 449, 10 B secret
message length.

With the use of MF Without the use of MF Difference
Sensitivity [%] 93,44 82,19 11,25
Specificity [%] 95,94 95,94 0,00
Accuracy [%] 94,69 89,06 5,63

Error [%] 5,31 10,94 -5,63

Table 6.36: Application of the macroblock filtering - F5, resolution 800 x 449, 1000 B secret
message length.

With the use of MF Without the use of MF Difference
Sensitivity [%] 95,94 95,67 0,27
Specificity [%] 95,94 95,94 0,00
Accuracy [%] 95,94 95,81 0,13

Error [%] 4,06 4,19 -0,13

Table 6.37: Application of the macroblock filtering - F5, resolution 1024 x 575, 10 B secret
message length.

With the use of MF Without the use of MF Difference
Sensitivity [%] 89,06 76,88 12,19
Specificity [%] 96,56 96,56 0,00
Accuracy [%] 92,81 86,72 6,09

Error [%] 7,19 13,28 -6,09

Table 6.38: Application of the macroblock filtering - F5, resolution 1024 x 575, 1000 B secret
message length.

With the use of MF Without the use of MF Difference
Sensitivity [%] 92,81 84,38 8,44
Specificity [%] 96,56 96,56 0,00
Accuracy [%] 94,69 90,47 4,22

Error [%] 5,31 9,53 -4,22

Table 6.39: Application of the macroblock filtering - F5, resolution 1440 x 809, 10 B secret
message length.

With the use of MF Without the use of MF Difference
Sensitivity [%] 82,19 59,69 22,50
Specificity [%] 97,50 98,13 -0,63
Accuracy [%] 89,84 78,91 10,94

Error [%] 10,16 21,09 -10,94
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Table 6.40: Application of the macroblock filtering - F5, resolution 1440 x 809, 1000 B secret
message length.

With the use of MF Without the use of MF Difference
Sensitivity [%] 82,50 63,13 19,38
Specificity [%] 97,50 98,13 -0,63
Accuracy [%] 90,00 80,63 9,38

Error [%] 10,00 19,38 -9,38

Table 6.41: Application of the macroblock filtering - F5, resolution 2560 x 1438, 10 B secret
message length.

With the use of MF Without the use of MF Difference
Sensitivity [%] 89,38 80,00 9,38
Specificity [%] 96,88 98,13 -1,25
Accuracy [%] 93,13 89,06 4,06

Error [%] 6,88 10,94 -4,06

Table 6.42: Application of the macroblock filtering - F5, resolution 2560 x 1438, 1000 B secret
message length.

With the use of MF Without the use of MF Difference
Sensitivity [%] 89,38 81,25 8,13
Specificity [%] 96,88 98,13 -1,25
Accuracy [%] 93,13 89,69 3,44

Error [%] 6,88 10,31 -3,44

Now we summarize the results presented in the tables 6.35 - 6.42 for the application of
macroblock filtering function. Again, this function had a positive effect on the sensitivity of
the test that was improved in the range of 0,27% - 22,50%. This function also improved
the accuracy by up to 10,94%. Same as the OutGuess2.0 algorithm, there was a small drop
in the specificity of the test by up to -1,25%. Deviations to the desired results are indicated
by the italics font in the Difference column in the previous tables.

If we compare the results of both algorithms, the application of the macroblock filtering
function was successful, especially the F5 algorithm.

6.4 Comparison to the Other Existing Methods

As mentioned in chapter 4, it is not easy to compare the results of different methods. Each
steganalytical method processes a different type of image, image format, image resolution,
embedded message length, or used steganography algorithm. Therefore, the following tables
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compare the results of different methodologies based on their classification success rate -
accuracy.

Table 6.43: Accuracy comparison between [89] and our method.

[89] Our Method
Algorithm OutGuess2.0 F5 OutGuess2.0 F5

Accuracy [%] 67,9 - 97,4 52,2 - 91,6 97,66 - 97,81 95,16 - 95,94
Error [%] 32,1 - 2,6 47,8 - 8,4 2,34 - 2,19 4,84 - 4,06
Conditions NaN JPEG; Message length: 200 B

- 1000 B; Resolution: 512 x 512
CF. JPEG; Message length: 200 B -
1000 B; Resolution: 800 x 449

Table 6.44: Accuracy comparison between [93] and our method.

[93] Our Method
Algorithm OutGuess2.0 F5 OutGuess2.0 F5

Accuracy [%] 69,4 69,4 97,66 - 97,81 94,69 - 95,94
Error [%] 30,6 30,6 2,34 - 2,19 5,31 - 4,06
Conditions CF JPEG; Message length: BPNC

0,05 - 0,2; Resolution: 640 x 480
CF JPEG; Message length: 10 B -
1000 B; Resolution: 800 x 449

As we can see in the previous table 6.44, the authors used a different method of classifica-
tion than the length of the embedded message. In this case, they utilized a BPNC - Bit Per
Non-Zero Coefficient in the range 0,05 - 0,2. It is challenging to estimate equivalent message
length. Therefore, we used the whole range of embedded message length, from 10 B - 1000
B, for the comparison.

Table 6.45: Accuracy comparison between [94] and our method.

[94] Our Method
Algorithm OutGuess2.0 F5 OutGuess2.0 F5

Accuracy [%] 89,6 95,6 97,66 - 97,81 94,69 - 95,94
Error [%] 10,4 4,4 2,34 - 2,19 5,31 - 4,06
Conditions CF JPEG; Message length: BPNC

0,03 - 0,2; Resolution: 256 x 256
CF JPEG; Message length: 10 B -
1000 B; Resolution: 800 x 449

Table 6.46: Accuracy comparison between [95] and our method.

[95] Our Method
Algorithm OutGuess2.0 F5 OutGuess2.0 F5

Accuracy [%] 98,1 75,1 97,66 - 98,44 89,84 - 94,69
Error [%] 1,9 24,9 2,34 - 1,56 10,16 - 5,31

Conditions
CF JPEG; Message length: BPNC
0,25; Resolution: 320 x 240 - 1920 x
1080

CF JPEG; Message length: 10 B;
Resolution: 800 x 449 - 1440 x 809
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Table 6.47: Accuracy comparison between [67] and our method.

[67] Our Method
Algorithm OutGuess2.0 F5 OutGuess2.0 F5

Accuracy [%] 80,2 - 92,2 75,0 - 94,7 96,25 - 97,66 93,13 - 94,69
Error [%] 18,8 - 7,8 25,0 - 5,3 3,75 - 2,34 6,87 - 5,31

Conditions
CF JPEG; Message length: BPNC
0,2; Resolution: 500 x 500 - 4752 x
3168

CF JPEG; Message length: 10 B;
Resolution: 800 x 449 - 4200 x 2358
(for F5, up to 2560 x 1438)

Authors [67] are primarily focusing on mismatched steganalysis. The authors propose a
method for minimalizing errors in the classification process of the steganography algorithm.

6.5 Stegosaurus Software

All testing, analysis, and results were obtained from our own software Stegosaurus v1.0, de-
veloped for these purposes. This application was implemented in Java with the support of
neuroph and Jython libraries. Neuroph library provides final classification by using neural net-
work and design of the topology itself. The Jython library provides a wrapper for the Python
script to obtain the quality factor Q of JPEG images. The software supports parallel im-
age processing. However, high hardware requirements are required to process high-resolution
images with higher levels of parallelism. Application screenshots are located in Appendix C.

Also, the previous version of this software was a part of the results of the project TACR
Delta "Security of Mobile Devices and Communication" - TF01000091 - Development of the
application for steganography of static images for the purposes of mobile communication.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion

In this thesis, we present our research about detecting the steganography content. We propose
a new methodology that can detect stegogrammes primarily created by the DCT steganog-
raphy algorithm OutGuess2.0 and the DCT algorithm F5. Such research can be used in the
corporate sector to secure communication in the internal network and protect company data.
These algorithms are readily available for download. Also, they do not require a lot of user
knowledge in IT. Therefore, there is a significant possibility that they will be used in the
corporate sector.

The second chapter provided a deeper study of steganography and steganalysis techniques.
First, we are analyzing the current state of steganography. For these methods, we mentioned
steganalysis methods to attack them. This state-of-the-art provides us with the main idea of
attacking such a steganography algorithm. We were also able to identify the pros and cons of
other steganalysis methods. As for cons, testing of low-resolution images, testing of grayscale
images, or in some cases, low classification capability, regardless of the sensitivity of the
test. As pros, we consider the applicability of steganalysis methods to more steganographic
algorithms. However, sometimes it leads to a drop in classification capability.

The next chapter deals with the theoretical aspects of steganography and steganalysis. In
detail, the types of cover work that could be used to embed a secret message were discussed.
We also suggested a possible way to use MPEG for steganography purposes. Then we mainly
dealt with images that primarily serve as cover work. In our methodology, we deal with
the classification of stegogrammes that are represented by JPEG images. An essential part
of this chapter is analyzing the main principle of DCT steganography algorithms - JPEG
compression. Here, we have explained which part of the compression is used to embed the
secret message. Finally, we analyzed the two steganography algorithms we are focusing on
to attack. The result was the discovery of the "weakness" that we subsequently used in our
methodology. This weakness has inspired us to implement a macroblock filtering function
that filters these macroblocks that are not used for embedding the secret messages. These
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macroblocks distort the result and reduce detection capability.
In the following chapter, we summarize the contribution to the area. We briefly describe

the individual characteristics of our methodology and why we dealt with them. The main
advantages of this research are the very high classification capabilities of stegogrammes created
by the OutGuess2.0 algorithm. Furthermore, the invariance of the embedded message length
on the classification capability. Support for color JPEG images in different resolutions and
many more. We cannot concentrate on breaking all steganography algorithms and related
issues in our effort. Instead, we contributed to the area of detection of the stegogrammes
created by those algorithms that are easily accessible - OutGuess2.0 and F5.

An important part is the next chapter devoted to our methodology. Here we are described
individual parts. The most important parts include the calibration process, which creates a
calibrated image that simulates a stegogramme. Further, we describe a blockiness calculation
that serves us as the statistical property that responds to the presence of the embedded
message. We also describe the application of neural networks introduced to this issue.

In the last chapter, we present the results. In the first part of this chapter, we compare
current results with our previous research. Our methodology achieves excellent results against
stegogrammes created by the OutGuess2.0 algorithm. We achieved an accuracy of 96,25%
- 98,44% (with an error of 3,75% - 1,56%). Mainly, the sensitivity of the emphasized test
was 97,19% - 99,69%. For higher resolution images, we observe a small drop in classification
capability. That may be due to the character of the ANN training set. The training set
was learned only at resolutions up to 2560 x 1438. Therefore, the lack of "ANN experience"
could lead to this drop in classification capabilities for higher resolutions. The next reason
could be a feature of OutGuess2.0 that allows the user to insert a message to a specific length
only based on the composition of the cover image. This issue has been described in detail.
In this chapter, we also provide results of classification capability on the F5 algorithm. We
achieved an satisfying accuracy of 89,84% - 95,94% (with an error of 10,16% - 4,06%). The
sensitivity of the test was 82,06% - 95,94%. Even though these results are not as good as the
classification of OutGuess2.0 stegogrammes, they are still decent. It is important to mention
that this methodology is not primarily intended for F5 classification. In the second part of
this chapter, we check our statement that the secret message length is insignificant against
the test’s sensitivity for both steganography algorithms.

By ANOVA statistical hypothesis test, we found that our statement was correct. In the
last part of this chapter, we present the positive effect of the macroblock filtering function
that we also proposed. For OutGuess2.0, the test’s sensitivity was increased by a range from
0,31% - 19,06%. This feature also improved the overall test accuracy by up to 7,19%. For
F5, the test’s sensitivity was increased by a range from 0,27% - 22,50% with the improvement
of the accuracy by up to 10,94%. We compared existing steganalytical methods with our
solution at the end of this chapter. There was also a brief discussion about implemented
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steganalysis software that was part of this research.
Finally, we want to mention possible ideas for future work. Very interesting would be to

design a complete framework that would classify stegogrammes from different steganography
algorithms. We have already done and published some research. Czech company AutoCont
a.s. have liked this idea of a complete framework for monitoring the corporate network.
On the other hand, the different Czech company, K2 atmitec s.r.o., liked the idea to secure
their internal documents by some steganography mark. Since the terms of steganography
and steganalysis are relatively unknown, most companies have no idea how easily they can
lose their internal secret data. Another exciting direction that development could take would
be to calculate the length of an embedded secret message. This feature could be the first
step in extracting the contents of a secret message itself. However, this is out of the scope
of steganalysis. On top of that, as we mentioned, the secret message itself is protected by
encryption.

As we mentioned before, the very idea of steganography does not necessarily mean an
equivalent to some illegal activity, but we must be prepared.
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Appendix A

Test Results - Outguess2.0 and F5

Table A.1: Test results - OutGuess2.0, resolution 800 x 449, 50 B secret message length.

Condition - Images contain a secret message
Condition positive Condition negative

Test outcome POSITIVE
(stegogramme) TP = 318 FP = 13

Test outcome NEGATIVE
(clear image) FN = 2 TN = 307

Sensitivity [%] 99,38
Specificity [%] 95,94
Accuracy [%] 97,66

Error [%] 2,34

Table A.2: Test results - OutGuess2.0, resolution 800 x 449, 200 B secret message length.

Condition - Images contain a secret message
Condition positive Condition negative

Test outcome POSITIVE
(stegogramme) TP = 318 FP = 13

Test outcome NEGATIVE
(clear image) FN = 2 TN = 307

Sensitivity [%] 99,38
Specificity [%] 95,94
Accuracy [%] 97,66

Error [%] 2,34
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Table A.3: Test results - OutGuess2.0, resolution 800 x 449, 500 B secret message length.

Condition - Images contain a secret message
Condition positive Condition negative

Test outcome POSITIVE
(stegogramme) TP = 318 FP = 13

Test outcome NEGATIVE
(clear image) FN = 2 TN = 307

Sensitivity [%] 99,38
Specificity [%] 95,94
Accuracy [%] 97,66

Error [%] 2,34

Table A.4: Test results - OutGuess2.0, resolution 800 x 449, 800 B secret message length.

Condition - Images contain a secret message
Condition positive Condition negative

Test outcome POSITIVE
(stegogramme) TP = 319 FP = 13

Test outcome NEGATIVE
(clear image) FN = 1 TN = 307

Sensitivity [%] 99,69
Specificity [%] 95,94
Accuracy [%] 97,81

Error [%] 2,19

Table A.5: Test results - OutGuess2.0, resolution 1024 x 575, 50 B secret message length.

Condition - Images contain a secret message
Condition positive Condition negative

Test outcome POSITIVE
(stegogramme) TP = 318 FP = 11

Test outcome NEGATIVE
(clear image) FN = 2 TN = 309

Sensitivity [%] 99,38
Specificity [%] 96,56
Accuracy [%] 97,97

Error [%] 2,03
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Table A.6: Test results - OutGuess2.0, resolution 1024 x 575, 200 B secret message length.

Condition - Images contain a secret message
Condition positive Condition negative

Test outcome POSITIVE
(stegogramme) TP = 319 FP = 11

Test outcome NEGATIVE
(clear image) FN = 1 TN = 309

Sensitivity [%] 99,69
Specificity [%] 96,56
Accuracy [%] 98,13

Error [%] 1,88

Table A.7: Test results - OutGuess2.0, resolution 1024 x 575, 500 B secret message length.

Condition - Images contain a secret message
Condition positive Condition negative

Test outcome POSITIVE
(stegogramme) TP = 318 FP = 11

Test outcome NEGATIVE
(clear image) FN = 2 TN = 309

Sensitivity [%] 99,38
Specificity [%] 96,56
Accuracy [%] 97,97

Error [%] 2,03

Table A.8: Test results - OutGuess2.0, resolution 1024 x 575, 800 B secret message length.

Condition - Images contain a secret message
Condition positive Condition negative

Test outcome POSITIVE
(stegogramme) TP = 319 FP = 11

Test outcome NEGATIVE
(clear image) FN = 1 TN = 309

Sensitivity [%] 99,69
Specificity [%] 96,56
Accuracy [%] 98,13

Error [%] 1,88
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Table A.9: Test results - OutGuess2.0, resolution 1440 x 809, 50 B secret message length.

Condition - Images contain a secret message
Condition positive Condition negative

Test outcome POSITIVE
(stegogramme) TP = 318 FP = 8

Test outcome NEGATIVE
(clear image) FN = 2 TN = 312

Sensitivity [%] 99,38
Specificity [%] 97,50
Accuracy [%] 98,44

Error [%] 1,56

Table A.10: Test results - OutGuess2.0, resolution 1440 x 809, 200 B secret message length.

Condition - Images contain a secret message
Condition positive Condition negative

Test outcome POSITIVE
(stegogramme) TP = 318 FP = 8

Test outcome NEGATIVE
(clear image) FN = 2 TN = 312

Sensitivity [%] 99,38
Specificity [%] 97,50
Accuracy [%] 98,44

Error [%] 1,56

Table A.11: Test results - OutGuess2.0, resolution 1440 x 809, 500 B secret message length.

Condition - Images contain a secret message
Condition positive Condition negative

Test outcome POSITIVE
(stegogramme) TP = 318 FP = 8

Test outcome NEGATIVE
(clear image) FN = 2 TN = 312

Sensitivity [%] 99,38
Specificity [%] 97,50
Accuracy [%] 98,44

Error [%] 1,56
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Table A.12: Test results - OutGuess2.0, resolution 1440 x 809, 800 B secret message length.

Condition - Images contain a secret message
Condition positive Condition negative

Test outcome POSITIVE
(stegogramme) TP = 318 FP = 8

Test outcome NEGATIVE
(clear image) FN = 2 TN = 312

Sensitivity [%] 99,38
Specificity [%] 97,50
Accuracy [%] 98,44

Error [%] 1,56

Table A.13: Test results - OutGuess2.0, resolution 2560 x 1438, 50 B secret message length.

Condition - Images contain a secret message
Condition positive Condition negative

Test outcome POSITIVE
(stegogramme) TP = 315 FP = 10

Test outcome NEGATIVE
(clear image) FN = 5 TN = 310

Sensitivity [%] 98,44
Specificity [%] 96,88
Accuracy [%] 97,66

Error [%] 2,34

Table A.14: Test results - OutGuess2.0, resolution 2560 x 1438, 200 B secret message length.

Condition - Images contain a secret message
Condition positive Condition negative

Test outcome POSITIVE
(stegogramme) TP = 315 FP = 10

Test outcome NEGATIVE
(clear image) FN = 5 TN = 310

Sensitivity [%] 98,44
Specificity [%] 96,88
Accuracy [%] 97,66

Error [%] 2,34
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Table A.15: Test results - OutGuess2.0, resolution 2560 x 1438, 500 B secret message length.

Condition - Images contain a secret message
Condition positive Condition negative

Test outcome POSITIVE
(stegogramme) TP = 315 FP = 10

Test outcome NEGATIVE
(clear image) FN = 5 TN = 310

Sensitivity [%] 98,44
Specificity [%] 96,88
Accuracy [%] 97,66

Error [%] 2,34

Table A.16: Test results - OutGuess2.0, resolution 2560 x 1438, 800 B secret message length.

Condition - Images contain a secret message
Condition positive Condition negative

Test outcome POSITIVE
(stegogramme) TP = 315 FP = 10

Test outcome NEGATIVE
(clear image) FN = 5 TN = 310

Sensitivity [%] 98,44
Specificity [%] 96,88
Accuracy [%] 97,66

Error [%] 2,34

Table A.17: Test results - OutGuess2.0, resolution 4200 x 2358, 50 B secret message length.

Condition - Images contain a secret message
Condition positive Condition negative

Test outcome POSITIVE
(stegogramme) TP = 311 FP = 15

Test outcome NEGATIVE
(clear image) FN = 9 TN = 305

Sensitivity [%] 97,19
Specificity [%] 95,31
Accuracy [%] 96,25

Error [%] 3,75
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Table A.18: Test results - OutGuess2.0, resolution 4200 x 2358, 200 B secret message length.

Condition - Images contain a secret message
Condition positive Condition negative

Test outcome POSITIVE
(stegogramme) TP = 311 FP = 15

Test outcome NEGATIVE
(clear image) FN = 9 TN = 305

Sensitivity [%] 97,19
Specificity [%] 95,31
Accuracy [%] 96,25

Error [%] 3,75

Table A.19: Test results - OutGuess2.0, resolution 4200 x 2358, 500 B secret message length.

Condition - Images contain a secret message
Condition positive Condition negative

Test outcome POSITIVE
(stegogramme) TP = 311 FP = 15

Test outcome NEGATIVE
(clear image) FN = 9 TN = 305

Sensitivity [%] 97,19
Specificity [%] 95,31
Accuracy [%] 96,25

Error [%] 3,75

Table A.20: Test results - OutGuess2.0, resolution 4200 x 2358, 800 B secret message length.

Condition - Images contain a secret message
Condition positive Condition negative

Test outcome POSITIVE
(stegogramme) TP = 311 FP = 15

Test outcome NEGATIVE
(clear image) FN = 9 TN = 305

Sensitivity [%] 97,19
Specificity [%] 95,31
Accuracy [%] 96,25

Error [%] 3,75
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Table A.21: Test results - F5, resolution 800 x 449, 50 B secret message length.

Condition - Images contain a secret message
Condition positive Condition negative

Test outcome POSITIVE
(stegogramme) TP = 299 FP = 13

Test outcome NEGATIVE
(clear image) FN = 21 TN = 307

Sensitivity [%] 93,44
Specificity [%] 95,94
Accuracy [%] 94,69

Error [%] 5,31

Table A.22: Test results - F5, resolution 800 x 449, 200 B secret message length.

Condition - Images contain a secret message
Condition positive Condition negative

Test outcome POSITIVE
(stegogramme) TP = 302 FP = 13

Test outcome NEGATIVE
(clear image) FN = 18 TN = 307

Sensitivity [%] 94,38
Specificity [%] 95,94
Accuracy [%] 95,16

Error [%] 4,84

Table A.23: Test results - F5, resolution 800 x 449, 500 B secret message length.

Condition - Images contain a secret message
Condition positive Condition negative

Test outcome POSITIVE
(stegogramme) TP = 303 FP = 13

Test outcome NEGATIVE
(clear image) FN = 17 TN = 307

Sensitivity [%] 94,69
Specificity [%] 95,94
Accuracy [%] 95,31

Error [%] 4,69
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Table A.24: Test results - F5, resolution 800 x 449, 800 B secret message length.

Condition - Images contain a secret message
Condition positive Condition negative

Test outcome POSITIVE
(stegogramme) TP = 305 FP = 13

Test outcome NEGATIVE
(clear image) FN = 15 TN = 307

Sensitivity [%] 95,31
Specificity [%] 95,94
Accuracy [%] 95,63

Error [%] 4,38

Table A.25: Test results - F5, resolution 1024 x 575, 50 B secret message length.

Condition - Images contain a secret message
Condition positive Condition negative

Test outcome POSITIVE
(stegogramme) TP = 286 FP = 11

Test outcome NEGATIVE
(clear image) FN = 34 TN = 309

Sensitivity [%] 89,38
Specificity [%] 96,56
Accuracy [%] 92,97

Error [%] 7,03

Table A.26: Test results - F5, resolution 1024 x 575, 200 B secret message length.

Condition - Images contain a secret message
Condition positive Condition negative

Test outcome POSITIVE
(stegogramme) TP = 291 FP = 11

Test outcome NEGATIVE
(clear image) FN = 29 TN = 309

Sensitivity [%] 90,94
Specificity [%] 96,56
Accuracy [%] 93,75

Error [%] 6,25
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Table A.27: Test results - F5, resolution 1024 x 575, 500 B secret message length.

Condition - Images contain a secret message
Condition positive Condition negative

Test outcome POSITIVE
(stegogramme) TP = 291 FP = 11

Test outcome NEGATIVE
(clear image) FN = 29 TN = 309

Sensitivity [%] 90,94
Specificity [%] 96,56
Accuracy [%] 93,75

Error [%] 6,25

Table A.28: Test results - F5, resolution 1024 x 575, 800 B secret message length.

Condition - Images contain a secret message
Condition positive Condition negative

Test outcome POSITIVE
(stegogramme) TP = 294 FP = 11

Test outcome NEGATIVE
(clear image) FN = 26 TN = 309

Sensitivity [%] 91,88
Specificity [%] 96,56
Accuracy [%] 94,22

Error [%] 5,78

Table A.29: Test results - F5, resolution 1440 x 809, 50 B secret message length.

Condition - Images contain a secret message
Condition positive Condition negative

Test outcome POSITIVE
(stegogramme) TP = 263 FP = 8

Test outcome NEGATIVE
(clear image) FN = 57 TN = 312

Sensitivity [%] 82,19
Specificity [%] 97,50
Accuracy [%] 89,84

Error [%] 10,16
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Table A.30: Test results - F5, resolution 1440 x 809, 200 B secret message length.

Condition - Images contain a secret message
Condition positive Condition negative

Test outcome POSITIVE
(stegogramme) TP = 263 FP = 8

Test outcome NEGATIVE
(clear image) FN = 57 TN = 312

Sensitivity [%] 82,19
Specificity [%] 97,50
Accuracy [%] 89,84

Error [%] 10,16

Table A.31: Test results - F5, resolution 1440 x 809, 500 B secret message length.

Condition - Images contain a secret message
Condition positive Condition negative

Test outcome POSITIVE
(stegogramme) TP = 264 FP = 8

Test outcome NEGATIVE
(clear image) FN = 56 TN = 312

Sensitivity [%] 82,50
Specificity [%] 97,50
Accuracy [%] 90,00

Error [%] 10,00

Table A.32: Test results - F5, resolution 1440 x 809, 800 B secret message length.

Condition - Images contain a secret message
Condition positive Condition negative

Test outcome POSITIVE
(stegogramme) TP = 265 FP = 8

Test outcome NEGATIVE
(clear image) FN = 55 TN = 312

Sensitivity [%] 82,81
Specificity [%] 97,50
Accuracy [%] 90,16

Error [%] 9,84
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Table A.33: Test results - F5, resolution 2560 x 1438, 50 B secret message length.

Condition - Images contain a secret message
Condition positive Condition negative

Test outcome POSITIVE
(stegogramme) TP = 286 FP = 10

Test outcome NEGATIVE
(clear image) FN = 34 TN = 310

Sensitivity [%] 89,38
Specificity [%] 96,88
Accuracy [%] 93,13

Error [%] 6,88

Table A.34: Test results - F5, resolution 2560 x 1438, 200 B secret message length.

Condition - Images contain a secret message
Condition positive Condition negative

Test outcome POSITIVE
(stegogramme) TP = 286 FP = 10

Test outcome NEGATIVE
(clear image) FN = 34 TN = 310

Sensitivity [%] 89,38
Specificity [%] 96,88
Accuracy [%] 93,13

Error [%] 6,88

Table A.35: Test results - F5, resolution 2560 x 1438, 500 B secret message length.

Condition - Images contain a secret message
Condition positive Condition negative

Test outcome POSITIVE
(stegogramme) TP = 286 FP = 10

Test outcome NEGATIVE
(clear image) FN = 34 TN = 310

Sensitivity [%] 89,38
Specificity [%] 96,88
Accuracy [%] 93,13

Error [%] 6,88
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Table A.36: Test results - F5, resolution 2560 x 1438, 800 B secret message length.

Condition - Images contain a secret message
Condition positive Condition negative

Test outcome POSITIVE
(stegogramme) TP = 286 FP = 10

Test outcome NEGATIVE
(clear image) FN = 34 TN = 310

Sensitivity [%] 89,38
Specificity [%] 96,88
Accuracy [%] 93,13

Error [%] 6,88

End of Appendix A.
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Appendix B

Test Results - Application of the Mac-
roblock Filtering - OutGuess2.0 and F5

Table B.1: Application of the macroblock filtering - OutGuess2.0, resolution 800 x 449, 50 B
secret message length.

With the use of MF Without the use of MF Difference
Sensitivity [%] 99,38 94,38 5,00
Specificity [%] 95,94 95,94 0,00
Accuracy [%] 97,66 95,16 2,50

Error [%] 2,34 4,84 -2,50

Table B.2: Application of the macroblock filtering - OutGuess2.0, resolution 800 x 449, 200
B secret message length.

With the use of MF Without the use of MF Difference
Sensitivity [%] 99,38 95,31 4,06
Specificity [%] 95,94 95,94 0,00
Accuracy [%] 97,66 95,63 2,03

Error [%] 2,34 4,38 -2,03

Table B.3: Application of the macroblock filtering - OutGuess2.0, resolution 800 x 449, 500
B secret message length.

With the use of MF Without the use of MF Difference
Sensitivity [%] 99,38 95,94 3,44
Specificity [%] 95,94 95,94 0,00
Accuracy [%] 97,66 95,94 1,75

Error [%] 2,34 4,06 -1,75
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Table B.4: Application of the macroblock filtering - OutGuess2.0, resolution 800 x 449, 800
B secret message length.

With the use of MF Without the use of MF Difference
Sensitivity [%] 99,69 97,19 2,50
Specificity [%] 95,94 95,94 0,00
Accuracy [%] 97,81 96,56 1,25

Error [%] 2,19 3,44 -1,25

Table B.5: Application of the macroblock filtering - OutGuess2.0, resolution 1024 x 575, 50
B secret message length.

With the use of MF Without the use of MF Difference
Sensitivity [%] 99,38 95,31 4,06
Specificity [%] 96,86 96,56 0,00
Accuracy [%] 97,97 95,94 2,03

Error [%] 2,03 4,06 -2,03

Table B.6: Application of the macroblock filtering - OutGuess2.0, resolution 1024 x 575, 200
B secret message length.

With the use of MF Without the use of MF Difference
Sensitivity [%] 99,69 96,25 3,44
Specificity [%] 96,56 96,56 0,00
Accuracy [%] 98,13 96,41 1,75

Error [%] 1,88 3,56 -1,75

Table B.7: Application of the macroblock filtering - OutGuess2.0, resolution 1024 x 575, 500
B secret message length.

With the use of MF Without the use of MF Difference
Sensitivity [%] 99,38 96,25 3,13
Specificity [%] 96,56 96,56 0,00
Accuracy [%] 97,97 96,41 1,56

Error [%] 2,03 3,59 -1,56

Table B.8: Application of the macroblock filtering - OutGuess2.0, resolution 1024 x 575, 800
B secret message length.

With the use of MF Without the use of MF Difference
Sensitivity [%] 99,69 98,13 1,56
Specificity [%] 96,56 96,56 0,00
Accuracy [%] 98,13 97,34 0,78

Error [%] 1,88 2,66 -0,78
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Table B.9: Application of the macroblock filtering - OutGuess2.0, resolution 1440 x 809, 50
B secret message length.

With the use of MF Without the use of MF Difference
Sensitivity [%] 99,38 94,69 4,69
Specificity [%] 97,50 98,13 -0,63
Accuracy [%] 98,44 96,41 2,03

Error [%] 1,56 3,59 -2,03

Table B.10: Application of the macroblock filtering - OutGuess2.0, resolution 1440 x 809, 200
B secret message length.

With the use of MF Without the use of MF Difference
Sensitivity [%] 99,38 94,69 4,69
Specificity [%] 97,50 98,13 -0,63
Accuracy [%] 98,44 96,41 2,03

Error [%] 1,56 3,59 -2,03

Table B.11: Application of the macroblock filtering - OutGuess2.0, resolution 1440 x 809, 500
B secret message length.

With the use of MF Without the use of MF Difference
Sensitivity [%] 99,38 95,63 3,75
Specificity [%] 97,50 98,13 -0,63
Accuracy [%] 98,44 96,88 1,56

Error [%] 1,56 3,13 -1,56

Table B.12: Application of the macroblock filtering - OutGuess2.0, resolution 1440 x 809, 800
B secret message length.

With the use of MF Without the use of MF Difference
Sensitivity [%] 99,38 95,63 3,75
Specificity [%] 97,50 98,13 -0,63
Accuracy [%] 98,44 96,88 1,56

Error [%] 1,56 3,13 -1,56

Table B.13: Application of the macroblock filtering - OutGuess2.0, resolution 2560 x 1438,
50 B secret message length.

With the use of MF Without the use of MF Difference
Sensitivity [%] 98,44 96,56 1,88
Specificity [%] 96,88 98,13 1,25
Accuracy [%] 97,66 97,34 0,31

Error [%] 2,34 2,66 -0,31
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Table B.14: Application of the macroblock filtering - OutGuess2.0, resolution 2560 x 1438,
200 B secret message length.

With the use of MF Without the use of MF Difference
Sensitivity [%] 98,44 96,88 1,56
Specificity [%] 96,88 98,13 -1,25
Accuracy [%] 97,66 97,50 0,16

Error [%] 2,34 2,50 -0,16

Table B.15: Application of the macroblock filtering - OutGuess2.0, resolution 2560 x 1438,
500 B secret message length.

With the use of MF Without the use of MF Difference
Sensitivity [%] 98,44 96,88 1,56
Specificity [%] 96,88 98,13 -1,25
Accuracy [%] 97,66 97,50 0,16

Error [%] 2,34 2,50 -0,16

Table B.16: Application of the macroblock filtering - OutGuess2.0, resolution 2560 x 1438,
800 B secret message length.

With the use of MF Without the use of MF Difference
Sensitivity [%] 98,44 97,81 0,63
Specificity [%] 96,88 98,13 -1,25
Accuracy [%] 97,66 97,97 -0,31

Error [%] 2,34 2,03 0,31

Table B.17: Application of the macroblock filtering - OutGuess2.0, resolution 4200 x 2358,
50 B secret message length.

With the use of MF Without the use of MF Difference
Sensitivity [%] 97,19 78,13 19,06
Specificity [%] 95,31 100,00 -4,69
Accuracy [%] 96,25 89,06 7,19

Error [%] 3,75 10,94 -7,19

Table B.18: Application of the macroblock filtering - OutGuess2.0, resolution 4200 x 2358,
200 B secret message length.

With the use of MF Without the use of MF Difference
Sensitivity [%] 97,19 78,44 18,75
Specificity [%] 95,31 100,00 -4,69
Accuracy [%] 96,25 89,22 7,03

Error [%] 3,75 10,78 -7,03
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Table B.19: Application of the macroblock filtering - OutGuess2.0, resolution 4200 x 2358,
500 B secret message length.

With the use of MF Without the use of MF Difference
Sensitivity [%] 97,19 78,44 18,75
Specificity [%] 95,31 100,00 -4,69
Accuracy [%] 96,25 89,22 7,03

Error [%] 3,75 10,78 -7,03

Table B.20: Application of the macroblock filtering - OutGuess2.0, resolution 4200 x 2358,
800 B secret message length.

With the use of MF Without the use of MF Difference
Sensitivity [%] 97,19 79,38 17,81
Specificity [%] 95,31 100,00 -4,69
Accuracy [%] 96,25 89,69 6,56

Error [%] 3,75 10,31 -6,56

Table B.21: Application of the macroblock filtering - F5, resolution 800 x 449, 50 B secret
message length.

With the use of MF Without the use of MF Difference
Sensitivity [%] 93,44 82,19 11,25
Specificity [%] 95,94 95,94 0,00
Accuracy [%] 94,69 89,06 5,63

Error [%] 5,31 10,94 -5,63

Table B.22: Application of the macroblock filtering - F5, resolution 800 x 449, 200 B secret
message length.

With the use of MF Without the use of MF Difference
Sensitivity [%] 94,38 83,13 11,25
Specificity [%] 95,94 95,94 0,00
Accuracy [%] 95,16 89,53 5,63

Error [%] 4,84 10,47 -5,63

Table B.23: Application of the macroblock filtering - F5, resolution 800 x 449, 500 B secret
message length.

With the use of MF Without the use of MF Difference
Sensitivity [%] 94,69 86,25 8,44
Specificity [%] 95,94 95,94 0,00
Accuracy [%] 95,31 91,09 4,22

Error [%] 4,69 8,91 -4,22
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Table B.24: Application of the macroblock filtering - F5, resolution 800 x 449, 800 B secret
message length.

With the use of MF Without the use of MF Difference
Sensitivity [%] 95,31 86,88 8,44
Specificity [%] 95,94 95,94 0,00
Accuracy [%] 95,63 91,41 4,22

Error [%] 4,38 8,59 -4,22

Table B.25: Application of the macroblock filtering - F5, resolution 1024 x 575, 50 B secret
message length.

With the use of MF Without the use of MF Difference
Sensitivity [%] 89,38 77,19 12,19
Specificity [%] 96,56 96,56 0,00
Accuracy [%] 92,97 86,88 6,09

Error [%] 7,03 13,13 -6,09

Table B.26: Application of the macroblock filtering - F5, resolution 1024 x 575, 200 B secret
message length.

With the use of MF Without the use of MF Difference
Sensitivity [%] 90,94 79,38 11,56
Specificity [%] 96,56 96,56 0,00
Accuracy [%] 93,75 87,97 5,78

Error [%] 6,25 12,03 -5,78

Table B.27: Application of the macroblock filtering - F5, resolution 1024 x 575, 500 B secret
message length.

With the use of MF Without the use of MF Difference
Sensitivity [%] 90,94 82,19 8,75
Specificity [%] 96,56 96,56 0,00
Accuracy [%] 93,75 89,38 4,38

Error [%] 6,25 10,63 -4,38

Table B.28: Application of the macroblock filtering - F5, resolution 1024 x 575, 800 B secret
message length.

With the use of MF Without the use of MF Difference
Sensitivity [%] 91,88 83,13 8,75
Specificity [%] 96,56 96,56 0,00
Accuracy [%] 94,22 89,84 4,38

Error [%] 5,78 10,16 -4,38
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Table B.29: Application of the macroblock filtering - F5, resolution 1440 x 809, 50 B secret
message length.

With the use of MF Without the use of MF Difference
Sensitivity [%] 82,19 59,69 22,50
Specificity [%] 97,50 98,13 -0,63
Accuracy [%] 89,84 78,91 10,94

Error [%] 10,16 21,90 -10,94

Table B.30: Application of the macroblock filtering - F5, resolution 1440 x 809, 200 B secret
message length.

With the use of MF Without the use of MF Difference
Sensitivity [%] 82,19 60,00 22,19
Specificity [%] 97,50 98,13 -0,63
Accuracy [%] 89,84 79,06 10,78

Error [%] 10,16 20,94 -10,78

Table B.31: Application of the macroblock filtering - F5, resolution 1440 x 809, 500 B secret
message length.

With the use of MF Without the use of MF Difference
Sensitivity [%] 82,50 60,94 21,56
Specificity [%] 97,50 98,13 -0,63
Accuracy [%] 90,00 79,53 10,47

Error [%] 10,00 20,74 -10,47

Table B.32: Application of the macroblock filtering - F5, resolution 1440 x 809, 800 B secret
message length.

With the use of MF Without the use of MF Difference
Sensitivity [%] 82,81 62,19 20,63
Specificity [%] 97,50 98,13 -0,63
Accuracy [%] 90,16 80,16 10,00

Error [%] 9,84 19,84 -10,00

Table B.33: Application of the macroblock filtering - F5, resolution 2560 x 1438, 50 B secret
message length.

With the use of MF Without the use of MF Difference
Sensitivity [%] 89,38 80,63 8,75
Specificity [%] 96,88 98,13 -1,25
Accuracy [%] 93,13 89,38 3,75

Error [%] 6,88 10,63 -3,75
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Table B.34: Application of the macroblock filtering - F5, resolution 2560 x 1438, 200 B secret
message length.

With the use of MF Without the use of MF Difference
Sensitivity [%] 89,38 80,63 8,75
Specificity [%] 96,88 98,13 -1,25
Accuracy [%] 93,13 89,38 3,75

Error [%] 6,88 10,63 -3,75

Table B.35: Application of the macroblock filtering - F5, resolution 2560 x 1438, 500 B secret
message length.

With the use of MF Without the use of MF Difference
Sensitivity [%] 89,38 81,25 8,13
Specificity [%] 96,88 98,13 -1,25
Accuracy [%] 93,13 89,69 3,44

Error [%] 6,88 10,31 -3,44

Table B.36: Application of the macroblock filtering - F5, resolution 2560 x 1438, 800 B secret
message length.

With the use of MF Without the use of MF Difference
Sensitivity [%] 89,38 81,25 8,13
Specificity [%] 96,88 98,13 -1,25
Accuracy [%] 93,13 89,69 3,44

Error [%] 6,88 10,31 -3,44

End of Appendix B.
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Appendix C

Stegosaurus Software v1.0 - Screenshots

Figure C.1: Stegosaurus v1.0 - Main window.
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Figure C.2: Stegosaurus v1.0 - Spectral difference between suspected and calibrated image.

Figure C.3: Stegosaurus v1.0 - Spectral difference between suspected and calibrated image
with macroblock grid.

End of Appendix C.

Quiz - image 1.3a is the stegogramme, image 1.3b is the clear image.
This text was created using LATEX
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